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Abstract Personal Data Management System (PDMS) so-
lutions are flourishing, boosted by smart disclosure initia-
tives and new regulations. PDMSs allow users to easily store
and manage data directly generated by their devices or re-
sulting from their (digital) interactions. Users can then lever-
age the power of their PDMS to benefit from their personal
data, for their own good and in the interest of the com-
munity. The PDMS paradigm thus brings exciting perspec-
tives by unlocking novel usages, but also raises security is-
sues. An effective approach, considered in several recent
works, is to let the user data distributed on personal plat-
forms, secured locally using hardware and/or software se-
curity mechanisms. This paper goes beyond the local secu-
rity issues and addresses the important question of securely
querying this massively distributed personal data. To this
end, we propose DISPERS, a fully-distributed PDMS peer-
to-peer architecture. DISPERS allows users to securely and
efficiently share and query their personal data, even in the
presence of malicious nodes. We consider three increasingly
powerful threat models and derive, for each, a security re-
quirement that must be fulfilled to reach a lower-bound in
terms of sensitive data leakage: (i) hidden communications,
(ii) random dispersion of data, and (iii) collaborative proofs.
These requirements are incremental and respectively resist
spied, leaking or corrupted nodes. We show that the expected
security level can be guaranteed with near certainty and vali-
date experimentally the efficiency of the proposed protocols,
allowing for adjustable trade-off between the security level
and its cost.
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1 Introduction

Personal Data Management Systems (PDMSs): The time for
individualized management and control over one’s personal
data has arrived. Thanks to smart disclosure initiatives (see
MyData Global [46]) and new regulations (e.g., the General
Data Protection Regulation [24]), users can access their per-
sonal data from the companies or government agencies that
collected them. Concurrently, Personal Data Management
System (PDMS) solutions are flourishing [4] both in the
academic area (e.g., Personal Information Management Sys-
tems, Personal Data Servers [1], Personal Data Stores [20,
47], Personal Clouds [35]) and industry [19,48,65]. Their
goal is to offer users a platform – that acts as a single point
of entry – where they can easily store and manage the data
generated by their devices (quantified-self data, smart home
data, photos, etc.) and resulting from their interactions (so-
cial interaction data, health, banking, telecom, etc.). Users
can then leverage the power of their PDMS to benefit from
their personal data for their own good and in the interest of
the community. Thus, the PDMS paradigm promises to un-
lock innovative uses: PDMS users can contribute their per-
sonal data and benefit from this globally contributed data
through distributed queries. These queries can compute rec-
ommendations [69], enable participatory studies [53][47],
deliver relevant information to users based on their profile
[70], or consider ad-hoc cohorts for scientific purposes, in
the spirit of the recent concept of data altruism [23].
Trustworthy PDMSs under owner’s control: These exciting
perspectives should not eclipse the security issues raised by
this paradigm. Indeed, each PDMS potentially stores the en-
tire digital life of its owner, thereby increasing the impact
of a leakage. It is therefore risky to centralize all user data
in powerful servers as these servers become highly desirable
targets for attackers: huge amounts of personal data belong-
ing to millions of individuals could be leaked or lost ([78]
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records more than 1010 email addresses in data breaches).
Besides, centralized solutions make little sense in the PDMS
context in which data are naturally distributed at the users’
side [32]. Alternatively, recent works [4,6,20,34,35,47,65]
propose to let the user data distributed on personal trustwor-
thy platforms under the users’ control. Such platforms can
be built thanks to (i) a secure hardware component provid-
ing a Trusted Execution Environment, such as smart cards [1],
secure micro-controllers [4,5,35], ARM TrustZone [52], or
Intel SGX [55] and/or (ii) specific software (e.g., minimal
Trusted Computing Base and information flow control [37,
55,13]). In this paper, we follow this approach and consider
that a PDMS is a dedicated device possessed by the user and
secured with some security mechanisms.
A fully decentralized approach: As in many academic and
commercial solutions [65], we assume that PDMSs offer a
rather good connectivity and availability like home-cloud
solutions [4,19,33,48,65] built on plug computers connected
to the Internet. Thus, PDMSs can establish peer-to-peer (P2P)
connections with other PDMSs and participate in a distributed
computation by providing part of the data, thus acting as
data sources and/or performing part of the processing, thus
acting as data processors. Hence, we focus on architectures
based on a full distribution of PDMSs (indifferently called
nodes) acting as data sources and/or data processors through
P2P interactions. Solutions requiring a re-centralization of
distributed personal data during processing must be discarded
as this dynamically creates a concentration of personal data
and leads to a risk similar to that of centralized servers.
Motivating example and naive execution: Let us consider
the following query: “average number of sick leave days in
2022 for French teachers” necessary to a study on illness at
work. This query requires effective targeting of the most ap-
propriate data sources (i.e., French teachers) to ensure both
the result relevance and the system scalability. We thus pro-
pose a targeting based on user profiles (e.g., user’s profes-
sion or country) provided by each PDMS. These profiles are
stored in a distributed index leveraging classical Distributed
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Fig. 1: Motivating example and naive strategy

Hash Tables (DHT) which offer efficient, scalable, and fault-
tolerant decentralized storage and node location facilities. A
naive execution strategy can then be easily conceived (see
Figure 1): the querier (1) retrieves the list of PDMS users
who are French and teacher thanks to the distributed profile
index; (2) sends them a local query (number of sick leave
days in 2022); and (3) aggregates their local results.

Goal and challenges: Our goal is to propose a large-scale,
fully decentralized PDMS system that (i) efficiently targets
the nodes pertinent for a query based on user profiles and
(ii) aggregates local results to compute non-sensitive global
results (e.g, statistics), useful for the envisioned applications,
while (iii) protecting user privacy, i.e., protecting the par-
ticipants profiles, the local results, and most importantly,
their associations. The naive strategy presented above can-
not achieve this goal given the central role of the querier
who has access to the sensitive data of the query and, more-
over, is a potential bottleneck. Indeed, although we consider
trustworthy PDMSs, we must admit that no security mea-
sure can be considered unbreakable: some nodes (including
the querier) can be spied on, leaking data or fully corrupted.
Even worse, these nodes can collude and may very well be
indistinguishable from honest nodes, acting as covert adver-
saries [7]. The challenge is then to define execution proto-
cols that solely rely on PDMS nodes and offer strong guar-
antees in terms of data leakage. Moreover, our aim in this pa-
per is to understand what guarantees can be achieved when
PDMS nodes work on clear-text data, allowing generic com-
putations, accurate (noise-free) results, and greatly simplify-
ing node failure management (see Section 8 and [45]).

Related works: Both P2P systems and secure distributed com-
putations have been hot research topics for many years. How-
ever, we are not aware of any decentralized solution allow-
ing to securely target nodes based on user profiles — a crit-
ical feature for the considered applications. Regarding the
data aggregation itself, existing works related to Multi-Party
Computation protocols (MPC) or Differential Privacy (DP)
cannot be applied in our context. On the one hand, MPC
typically leverages centralized or federated architectures in
which a handful of powerful servers hold large collections
of user data (e.g., SMCQL [9], Conclave [73] and Obscure
[27]) or collect user data at query time (e.g., Prio [18]).
These solutions may offer strong security guarantees (both
data confidentiality and result correctness) but are not adapted
to decentralized execution with thousands of participants or
lack generality w.r.t. the computed function. On the other
hand, DP requires a central trusted third party to obfuscate
sensitive information. Local DP (LDP) does not need such a
third party since obfuscation is performed at the level of in-
dividual sources but it does require a huge number of partic-
ipants to reduce the impact of added noise [3]. The queries
considered here involve a few thousand participants to be
statistically significant, i.e., too many for MPC to be effec-
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tive and too few to reduce the impact of noise with LDP.
Related work is discussed in more detail in Section 8.
Problem formulation: Given the potential presence of covert,
corrupted and colluding nodes, and the inability to use MPC
or LDP, it becomes impossible to provide efficient, leak-free
targeted query execution involving only PDMSs that work
on clear text data. Indeed, communications can be spied,
nodes storing the distributed index and data processors may
be corrupted, thus potentially leaking indexes or local re-
sults from data sources. The problem is then to define the
lower-bound on leakage in this context and to propose an ar-
chitecture and associated protocols that are secure, i.e., that
reach this lower-bound, yet efficient, i.e., that keep the secu-
rity overheads low.
High level idea: In this paper, we propose DISPERS (DIS-
tributed Privacy-presERving querieS) which can: (i) be ap-
plied to very large P2P systems; (ii) select specific data source
nodes to achieve query pertinence; (iii) reach a lower-bound
on leakage in the presence of colluding nodes with near-
certainty, i.e., with a very high and adjustable probability;
(iv) adjust the trade-off between security level and secu-
rity cost. Thus, DISPERS enables generic, efficient and scal-
able P2P data computations while still providing users with
strong confidentiality guarantees. We design DISPERS in an
incremental way by considering increasingly stronger threat
models. For each of them, we derive a security requirement
that must be satisfied to reach the lower-bound on leakage
(see Figure 2). More precisely, we consider:
(i) spied nodes when the attacker can spy on PDMS com-
munications, leading to the Hidden communication require-
ment and the DISPERSH protocol in which communications
are protected through encryption and anonymization;
(ii) leaking nodes when the attacker can, additionally, ob-
serve the internal states of the PDMS, leading to the Random
dispersion of data requirement and the DISPERSHR protocol
in which data-at-rest, i.e. the indexes, are protected using se-
cret sharing [63] and data-in-use are protected through task
compartmentalization; and finally,
(iii) corrupted nodes when the attacker fully controls some
PDMSs (thus can additionally alter its behavior), leading to
the Collaborative proofs requirement and to the DISPERSHRC

protocol, in which a contributing or indexing node answers
a request for sensitive data only if it obtains a collaborative
proof that the request is justified.
Contributions: We make the following contributions:
(1) We propose a P2P architecture of PDMSs relying on
classical DHTs, a data model allowing to efficiently target
relevant nodes, and a query model to express the queries of
interest. We show, using a functional but insecure naive pro-
tocol, that the architecture enables the considered applica-
tions in a fully distributed fashion.
(2) We analyze three possible threat models, define and jus-
tify the lower-bound on leakage.
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Fig. 2: Paper roadmap

(3) We derive from each threat model a security requirement
and propose suitable execution protocols that satisfy each
and reach the lower-bound on leakage: DISPERSH, DISPERSHR

and DISPERSHRC to, respectively, resist spied, leaking or cor-
rupted nodes while considering efficiency as a second major
goal.

(4) We provide a security analysis for each threat model that
shows that the lower-bound on leakage can be reached with
near-certainty, even in the worst case scenario of large col-
lusion attacks from fully corrupted nodes.

(5) We show the feasibility of our approach by experimen-
tally evaluating the effectiveness of our protocols. We show
that they have a reasonable, tunable security overhead and
are fully scalable with the number of colluding nodes.

Achievable guarantees: In the worst-case scenario where an
attacker masters a large number of covert corrupted nodes,
our proposal (i) fully protects the sensitive distributed pro-
file index required to target nodes; (ii) ensures that the query
processing cannot leak more than a fraction of the IP ad-
dresses or local results of the targeted nodes, proportional to
the percentage of colluding nodes that the attacker controls
in the system (which is the best security that can be provided
in our context); (iii) precludes the association of local results
with the nodes that issued them.

Outline: The paper1 is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3
respectively present the architecture and threat models, al-
lowing to state the problem at hand. The next three sections
progressively propose protocols for each threat model, along
with the associated security analysis. Their performance is
evaluated experimentally in Section 7. Section 8 and 9 dis-
cusses related work and DISPERS limitations. We conclude
in Section 10. Appendices A and B provide useful back-
ground on cryptography and distributed systems.

1 This paper is based on previous studies [38,39,40]: in [40], we
showed that the execution of a P2P query can indeed rely exclusively
on data processor nodes if and only if they are selected in a verifiable
random way, which cannot be influenced by corrupted nodes. [39] is
a demonstration of DISPERS architecture and applications. [38] is a
PhD manuscript. It includes implementation details of the protocols
proposed in this paper and describes a proof-of-concept implementa-
tion of the most advanced protocol into the Cozy Cloud product [19].
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2 Architectural Design & Naive Protocol

We detail the architecture of DISPERS and show that our ap-
proach is doable with a naive protocol despite its limitations.

2.1 Fully-Distributed System

DISPERS is a fully-distributed P2P system relying solely on
PDMSs to enable the envisioned applications. Therefore,
each node is potentially a Data Source that provides its data,
and/or a Data Processor providing part of the required pro-
cessing by fulfilling a role. The first obvious role is that of
the Querier (Q) initiating the distributed processing. Table 1
summarizes the roles defined throughout the paper while ta-
ble 2 lists the associated notations and abbreviations (the last
column specifies the section where the role/abbreviation first
appears).

Relying on a P2P system poses several challenges, such
as integrating new nodes, maintaining a consistent global
state, making nodes interact, handling churn or maintain-
ing some metadata. It thus requires a communication over-
lay allowing for efficient node discovery, data indexing and
search. These requirements naturally lead to DHTs (see Ap-
pendix B) which DISPERS leverages as a basis for efficient
and scalable communications. Currently, we implemented
the Chord DHT and used it for the experiments in Section 7.

Role Description of the role (first defined in §) §
Q the Querier initiates the distributed processing. 2.1
T Targets are nodes whose profile matches tp. 2.3

CI a Concept Indexer responsible for a concept ci stores
the list of TIPs of the nodes possessing ci in their profile. 2.5

NP a Node Proxy inserts a concept in lieu of a node. 4.2
P a Proxy forwards a communication to the next P / NP. 4.2

BP a Before Proxy forwards the communications going to
a Target in order to hide its TIP from an attacker. 4.3

AP an After Proxy forwards the communications coming
from a Target in order to hide its TIP from an attacker. 4.3

W Workers supplant Q to transfer lq to Ts, to aggregate
their results, and to send back the aggregate to Q. 4.3

AS the Actor Selector is a node chosen randomly, in charge
of selecting the query actors. 4.3

PS Profile Samplers reconstruct TIP, apply tp, sample the
resulting Targets, and sends associated data to TFs.

5.3

TF Target Finders reconstruct TIP only for the sampled
Targets and send them anonymously the encrypted lq. 5.3

DA Data Aggregator aggregate the local results using aq. 5.3
FDA the Final DA performs the final aggregation, sent to Q. 5.3

CIL CI’s Legitimate nodes verify and attest that some
neighbor node is actually the CI indexing a concept. 6.4

QL
Q’s Legitimate nodes verify and attest the query valid-
ity (query budget), and bootstrap the random selection
of actors by generating a verifiable random number.

6.4

ASL AS’s Legitimate nodes generate the list of actors, sign
it and, through their signatures, link it with the query. 6.4

Table 1: Roles definitions

2.2 Data Model

Given the fully-distributed nature of our system, each query
can potentially involve a large number of nodes. To ensure
scalability and resilience, it is crucial to limit the number of
nodes involved in a computation. However, poorly choosing
the participants can lead to uninteresting or no results at all.
Thus, each PDMS publishes a profile that is used to limit the
participants to those that are relevant.

A profile p is a set of concepts: p = {c1, . . . ,cn}. Each
concept ci is the concatenation of metadata terms mi describ-
ing its semantics, and a single value v: ci = m1|m2| . . . |mp|v.
Examples are: location|Lyon, sex|male. Multiple meta-
data terms can be used to indicate a concept at different
granularities, allowing for a structured organization. For in-
stance, location|city|Lyon.

The profile is an accurate description of the PDMS owner.
It can be generated automatically by the PDMS according to
the data it contains, and/or manually by the owner by select-
ing attributes she finds fitting. Besides the profile, the user
may contribute with part of her stored personal data (e.g.,
rated movies, physical activities statistics, etc.) for aggre-
gated queries from other users. Note that the proposed proto-
cols are not dependent on the precise semantics of concepts
and profiles. We only assume that the user’s profile and data
are structured and thus can be queried. Obviously, both are
sensitive and as such require protection.

2.3 Query Model

We consider three iconic applications based on large user
communities that benefit greatly from the PDMS paradigm:
(i) distributed query processing on personal data of large
sets of individuals [69,47], in which users contribute with
their personal data and query the globally contributed data
(e.g., computing recommendations, participatory studies);
(ii) profile or subscription-based data diffusion apps [70],
where users provide profiles to selectively receive relevant
information; (iii) mobile participatory sensing apps [53], in

Abb. Description of the abbreviation (first defined in §) §

ci
a concept ci is a set of metadata terms mi describing its
semantics, and a value v: ci = m1|m2| . . . |mp|v. 2.2

p a profile is a set of concepts: p = {c1, . . . ,cn}. 2.2

tp the Target Profile is a logical expression of concepts in-
dicating which nodes qualify to answer a query. 2.3

lq the Local Query is computed locally by each Target. 2.3
aq the Aggregate Query is applied over the lq results. 2.3
TIP Target IP, i.e., IP address of a Target node. 2.5

x denotes the pseudonym associated with a data x. 5.1
sel the selector is used with multiple PSs and TFs. 5.4

CTID Concept-Target Identifier CTID= hash(kpub |ci |RND). 5.4

Table 2: Abbreviations & notations
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which mobile users produce sensed geo-localized data using
their smartphones or vehicular systems (e.g., traffic, noise)
to compute spatially aggregated statistics for the whole com-
munity. We only detail queries falling into the first class
since it is almost the combination of the other two: finding
the relevant subset of nodes as with class (ii) and computing
the query result based on the data supplied as with class (iii).

We use three examples to illustrate a query definition:
(i) a closed list of items query considers a list of items de-
fined in the query and delivers statistics computed on that
list: e.g., “find the average rating of these movies: {Dune,
Star Wars, Drive, Inception, Skyfull} as given by researchers
or professors living in Paris”;
(ii) an open item list query with the goal to determine a list
of items with specific characteristics (best, worst, etc.) veri-
fied by the participants: e.g., “get the top-10 ranked movies
as chosen by researchers or professors living in Paris”;
(iii) a statistical query: e.g., “average number of sick leave
days in 2020 of researchers or professors living in Paris”.

All these queries expose a Target Profile (tp), which is a
logical expression of concepts indicating which nodes, called
Targets should be involved in the computation (matching
tp). For the examples above, tp = (location|city|Paris)∧
((profession|researcher)∨ (profession|professor)).

The Local Query (lq) specifies the data that each Target
must provide for the computation: e.g., “ratings of a set of
movies” or “number of sick leave days in 2020”.

Finally, the Aggregate Query (aq), is a classical aggre-
gate expression (average, top-10 in our examples, or count,
min, max, group-by, etc.) applied over the lq results.

We thus define a query q as a triplet: q = (tp, lq,aq).
More complex queries can be considered if their execu-

tion can be decomposed in a Local and an Aggregate Query.
Query expressiveness issues are left for future work, as we
focus on privacy preservation and efficient query evaluation.

2.4 Number of Targets, Sampling and Query Budget

The number of Targets for a given Target Profile ranges from
low (very specific tp) to very high (popular or vague tp).
Query results computed with too few Targets may become
sensitive and thus, should not be computed: a threshold value
should be defined, which may depend on the application [62].

For queries involving too many Targets, DISPERS oper-
ates a sampling phase to randomly select a subset of them
with the immediate benefit of alleviating the system load
during query processing. Note that this does not necessarily
degrade the quality of the final result: mathematical statis-
tics — Hoeffding’s inequality [30] for instance — show that
an adequate sample is as representative as the entire popu-
lation. In addition, sampling increases the system security
by reducing the risk of exposure. Note that the query result
includes the number of Targets involved in the computation.

However, to negate the security benefits of this sampling
phase, an attacker could execute the same query over and
over again. To reduce the attractiveness of this attack, and,
more generally, to reduce the risks of data disclosure, we
introduce a query budget, a system parameter that applies to
all nodes and sets a limit to the number of queries and/or
Targets allowed per time period. Once exhausted, the node
cannot issue any more queries.

2.5 Distributed Concept Index

To efficiently determine the list of matching Targets, each
node profile must be indexed. We can leverage the DHT (see
Appendix B) for efficient storage and retrieval of these in-
dexes: the concept index is the association between a con-
cept ci, and the list of node addresses, called TIP (for Target
IP), whose owner’s profile includes ci.

Thus, for each concept ci in its profile, a node performs a
store(ci,TIP) DHT operation that adds TIP to the concept
index of ci. Since the DHT uniformly distributes the indexed
data among the nodes, each node may be responsible for
indexing one or several concepts. Updating a node profile is
done in a similar way by leveraging the DHT.

To find the Targets, the Querier performs a lookup(ci)

DHT operation for each concept ci in tp. The nodes respon-
sible for storing each concept are called Concept Indexer
(CI). The CIs store the list of TIPs of the nodes possessing
ci in their profile and send that list whenever asked by Q.

2.6 Naive Protocol

We describe below a first naive protocol (see Fig. 3) demon-
strating that the proposed query model can be supported:

Protocol 1. Naive protocol

1. Q looks up in the DHT the CIs indexing the different
concepts composing the Target Profile (tp).

2. The CIs send to Q the TIPs lists for each queried concept.
3. Q applies tp on the lists to find the Targets (Ts), samples

the Ts and sends to each sampled T the Local Query (lq).
4. The Ts apply lq and send back their local results.
5. Q finally applies the Aggregate Query (aq) on the local

results to obtain the final result.

Obviously, this naive protocol has major shortcomings:
(i) the Querier centralizes the entire execution flow and be-
comes a bottleneck; and (ii) no form of protection is of-
fered (either for data, metadata, or budget controls). The first
shortcoming relates to efficiency which can be a detrimen-
tal factor to system adoption and is thus addressed in the
forthcoming protocols. The second is related to security and
closely tied to the attacks faced by the system. We thus study
next in detail the threat models considered in this work.
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3 Threat Models, Leakages and Problem Formulation

This section presents our security assumptions, the threat
models considered, defines the lower-bound on leakage and
formulate the problem more precisely.

3.1 Threat Models

Because of the distributed nature of our system, the attacks
can either target the communications (see Assumption 1) or
the nodes themselves (see Assumptions 2 & 3):

Assumption 1 An attacker can observe the content and the
metadata of communications between a predefined subset of
nodes in the network, i.e., the subset cannot change during
a distributed computation.

This assumption indicates that an attacker can spy on
communications between some nodes but cannot spy on the
entire network (“state-size attacks”). As a consequence, al-
though the subset of observed nodes can change over time,
this cannot be done in real-time (i.e., during a query process-
ing). Note that the solutions we provide can be tuned to resist
to a very large percentage of spied nodes (see Section 4.5).

Assumption 2 Each PDMS is supplied with a trustworthy
certificate attesting that it is genuine.

Without this assumption, an attacker can emulate fake
nodes and conduct a Sybil attack [22]: controlling a large
portion of nodes (thus those processing the query) and thwart-
ing any countermeasure. We can rely on a classical Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) to deliver these certificates. We do
not require the PKI to be online since the certificate is at-
tached to the PDMS device, not to the device owner.

Assumption 3 Each PDMS is locally secured using some
security mechanisms (hardware, software or others means).

This third assumption is reasonable since a PDMS is
supposed to store the entire digital life of its owner and thus,
must be properly secured. There are several ways to provide
local guarantees: (i) relying on Secure Hardware technol-
ogy [4,6] — Intel SGX is now present in most recent proces-
sors and ARM TrustZone in most mobile devices; (ii) using
software and/or hardware protections enforced by the oper-
ating system (e.g., IOS [26], Android [25], seL4 [29]); or
even (iii) other means (e.g., context of use, trust, laws).

Common security measures include: safe-keeping of se-
crets, tamper-resistance, isolation and attestation of the exe-
cuted code [60]. In particular, the isolation property means
that the executed code and the data manipulated cannot be
observed by an unauthorized process. This is particularly in-
teresting in our context since it represents the building block
to achieve data confidentiality.

However, no security mechanism is unbreakable: [49]
surveys several attacks to leak part — if not all — of the
computations performed within an SGX enclave. Resource-
ful attackers can conduct highly advanced lab attacks [52],
to compromise a PDMS using an expensive equipment.

In order to account for the diversity of security mecha-
nisms and their possible shortcomings, we focus on three
threat models of increasing difficulty — i.e., considering
that a PDMS offers less and less protection. Proceeding in-
crementally allows us to gradually expose the different tech-
niques we employ to protect users and their data. This also
means that the Sections 4, 5 and 6, devoted to each threat
model, cannot be taken independently as we reuse these tech-
niques. The threat models are as follows:

Threat Model 1 - Tamper-proof. Under this model, also
called fully honest, we assume that the PDMS device cannot
be tampered with: attackers cannot access any data stored
or manipulated by their PDMS. They can, however, observe
the communications as they occur outside of this secure en-
vironment (see Assumption 1). Nodes that are eavesdropped
on are referred to as spied nodes. This threat model is some-
what optimistic (unless e.g., some strong legal constraints
apply), but it allows both as a baseline and for the gradual
introduction of security requirements and associated coun-
termeasures.

Threat Model 2 - Passive attack. Under this model, also
known as honest-but-curious, in addition to observing the
communications, attackers can access, without altering, the
data stored or manipulated by their PDMS — hence the
“passive” attack (read only). Nodes that suffer a passive at-
tack are referred to as leaking nodes.

Threat Model 3 - Active attack. Under this model, also
known as malicious, an attacker has complete control of her
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own PDMS, having bypassed the local security mechanisms
and thus can access and alter both the data stored or manipu-
lated and the code executed on her PDMS (but cannot falsify
a certificate to contradict Assumption 2). Nodes suffering an
active attack are called corrupted nodes.

Attacker model. We consider every owner of a PDMS as a
potential attacker, especially the querier. Attackers behave as
covert adversaries [7], i.e., they only derive from the proto-
col to obtain private information if they cannot be detected
as otherwise they would be excluded. An attacker can be
one or several colluding malicious users and thus, de facto,
control more than one PDMS. For simplicity, we call collud-
ing nodes the leaking PDMSs (passive attack) or corrupted
PDMSs (active attack) controlled by the same attacker. It is
important to note that the worst case attack is represented by
the maximum number of colluding nodes controlled by a sin-
gle “attacker”. The remaining question is thus: how many
colluding nodes could an attacker control?
Collusion extent. Creating a large group of colluding nodes
presents two main difficulties: (i) the need to remain indis-
tinguishable from honest nodes as detected malicious nodes
can easily be excluded [7] and (ii) possessing the neces-
sary equipment and/or sufficient knowledge to perform ad-
vanced attacks on the PDMS. Since each PDMS is associ-
ated with a real individual (e.g., by only delivering the de-
vice to real users proving their identity), collusion between
individuals remains possible but can hardly scale without
being minimally advertised, hence making them distinguish-
able and breaking their cover. Besides, enough individual
attackers must be willing to collaborate (despite mutual dis-
trust) to create a large network of compromised nodes. Thus,
wide collusion is extremely difficult to build since it calls
for significant organization between a large number of users,
which, in practice, requires an extremely powerful attacker
as well as extreme discretion. Nonetheless, we consider in
this paper that a powerful attacker controls a rather large
number of colluding nodes. Although worrisome, such a sit-
uation does not prevent our system from functioning and
from completing our objective. A calibration is however nec-
essary using a, potentially overestimated, maximum number
of colluding nodes controlled by an attacker.

3.2 Lower-bound on leakage and Problem Formulation

In this sub-section, we do not further consider the idealis-
tic Tamper-proof threat model which has an obvious lower-
bound on leakage of zero. Indeed, in this threat model used
as a baseline, PDMSs nodes are fully honest; we can there-
fore expect no leakage as soon as we properly protect the
communications between the actors and the targets.
Potentially exposed data. Data leakages can happen for
data-at-rest, by leaking (i) one or several concept indexes;

and data-in-use, i.e., data or metadata exchanged or manip-
ulated during the query execution by leaking (ii) some TIPs,
(iii) some local results, or even worse, (iv) some TIPs linked
with the corresponding local results, called full association
in the rest of the paper. Note that we do not consider the
direct leakage of user’s data since each PDMS is locally se-
cure (see Assumption 3), and for nodes controlled by the
attacker, there is no benefit in performing a “self-attack”.

Abstract query execution: targeters and aggregators. We
can distinguish two phases in the query execution, whatever
the threat model, the protocol or the techniques used. Each
phase should be conducted by a distinct set of nodes (other-
wise, as with Naive execution, the leakage risk is increased).
In an abstract way, we distinguish between (1) targeters that
find targets thanks to concept indexes and transmit the local
query to the sampled ones and (2) aggregators that aggregate
the local results, working on clear-text data (see Section 1).

Unavoidable leakage. We consider the worst case attack,
i.e., an attacker who masters up to C leaking or corrupted
nodes (with C < N, N being the total number of system
nodes), and acting as covert adversaries (i.e., indistinguish-
able from honest nodes). As already mentioned, there is no
other computing element in the architecture (trusted server
for instance), and thus, only PDMSs can be selected as query
actors. Thus, leaking or corrupted nodes may be chosen as
targeters, as aggregators or in both groups. In this config-
uration, data leakages are unavoidable, and thus, our only
leeway is to minimize the leakage risk, and if a leakage does
occur, to minimize it’s impact.

Random actor selection. How can we minimize the risk of
selecting leaking or corrupted nodes, if we do not have any
clue on nodes honesty (covert adversaries)? Actually, the
best strategy is to select query actors randomly, thus lead-
ing to a fraction of, on average, C/N leaking or corrupted
nodes in targeters and aggregators. A consequence of ran-
domization [50,7] is that it leads to guarantees in average.
This means that the lower-bound on leakage discussed be-
low represents an expected average value over a number of
queries, and that some small random variations can be ex-
pected between queries.

Lower-bound on leakage. Since the targeters must contact
the selected targets accessing their TIPs and the aggregators
must manipulate the local results in the clear, it is then obvi-
ous that the lower-bound on leakage is on average a fraction
C/N (i.e., strictly proportional with the percentage of col-
luding nodes) of the IP addresses and local results of the se-
lected targets. We can however expect to protect with near-
certainty, i.e., with a very high and adjustable probability
(similar to the protocols for communication anonymization
such as Tor [50]) the rest of the sensitive data (concept in-
dexes and the full association between TIPs and local re-
sults) since this depends on the way the concept indexes are
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stored and on how the distribution of tasks to actors is done
(i.e., minimization of the leakage impact).
Problem formulation. The problem is then to provide pro-
tocols, for managing both data-at-rest (i.e., concept index
insertion protocols) and data-in-use (i.e., query protocols),
which reach the expected lower-bound on leakage with near-
certainty. The computation of this probability is based on
a, potentially overestimated, maximum number of colluding
nodes controlled by an attacker (see Section 7.2). Obviously,
security has a non-negligible cost and thus, we consider as a
second objective the protocols efficiency2.
Approach. We study in the next three sections the three in-
crementally difficult threat models. To further ease the read-
ing, we introduce the different protocols in the same manner:
(i) we present the additional security requirements and cor-
responding security techniques imposed by the threat model;
(ii) we describe the insertion of a Node’s profile and con-
tinue with the query processing by detailing (iii) the new re-
quired actors that enforce the security requirements and the
related efficiency considerations and by giving (iv) a step
by step description of the protocol followed by a discussion
of the different choices made; and finally, (v) we conduct
a security analysis highlighting the parameters leveraged to
reach the lower-bound on leakage and discuss their limits.

4 Tamper-proof Threat Model and DISPERSH

This model assumes that the PDMS security cannot be com-
promised, leaving only the communications open to attacks.

4.1 Security Requirements

By listening to the communications, an attacker can infer
information based on the data itself (i.e., the content) or on
the metadata (i.e., who is communicating with whom, when,
after whom, etc.) leading to the following requirement:

Requirement 1: Hidden communications. All sensitive
exchanged data and metadata should be protected such
that an attacker cannot gain knowledge by spying on a
subset of nodes (see Assumption 1).

To enforce this requirement, we rely on: (i) encryption
and (ii) anonymization.

The choice of the correct encryption scheme (see Ap-
pendix A) is context dependent and is discussed in each
protocol, but, in any case, every encrypted communication
includes a hash of the message to protect its integrity. Note

2 Issues related to statistical databases (e.g., inferences from re-
sults [71], authorized queries, query replay) or to network security
(e.g., message drop/delay, routing table poisoning [72]) are comple-
mentary to this work and fall outside its scope (see Sections 8 and 9).

that for hybrid encryption, we follow the current communi-
cation security standard and rely on the TLS protocol to es-
tablish secure channels providing both the message integrity
and its encryption, based on the public key certified by an
authority according to Assumption 2.

Considering Assumption 1, we provide anonymity by
dynamically introducing one or more proxies between nodes
whose communications should not be linked. By “dynami-
cally”, we mean that these proxies are chosen during the
distributed computation and changed at every computation.
Indeed, by doing so an attacker does not know which nodes
to listen to. Also, evidently, the more proxies there are, the
more difficult it is for an attacker to successfully uncover
a node (see the detailed analysis provided in Section 4.5).
We propose to use a custom solution based on onion rout-
ing, largely inspired by Tor [21]. This is preferred to using
directly Tor for several reasons: (i) The anonymous rout-
ing is achieved using the system nodes (proxies), so without
relying on an external anonymizer, which would introduce
an additional (strong) trust assumption and would further
complexify the system. Existing work [11] shows that de-
anonymizing users on Tor is possible, especially when in-
terconnecting DHT-based applications like BitTorrent with
Tor. (ii) Our solution allows tuning the security level (i.e.,
the number of proxies) based on the expected attack level
(i.e., the maximum number of systems nodes that can be
spied by the attacker), which is not possible with an external
system like Tor. (iii) Using an external anonymizer would
make difficult the evaluation of the anonymization cost. (iv)
The Tamper-proof threat model allows proposing a more ef-
ficient protocol than Tor onion-routing (see Appendix A)
given that proxies are trustworthy and cannot access the data
being forwarded. In such a case, we propose that the sender
selects only the first proxy which then selects the follow-
ing proxy and so forth until the message is eventually de-
livered to the receiver. We call those proxies basic proxies.
The advantage of basic proxies is that the asymmetric en-
cryption overhead is better distributed, putting less stress on
the sender node. Basic proxies cannot be used for the other
threat models.

4.2 Insertion in the DHT

Inserting a profile in the DHT requires contacting the CIs
indexing the different concepts composing the profile. As
we cannot hide the CIs (how could we contact them?), we
can posit that an attacker will acquire their IP address and
intercept their communications. To protect the nodes and
their profiles we thus encrypt and anonymize the commu-
nications with the CIs, as illustrated in Fig. 4, leading to two
new roles: The Node Proxy (NP) proceeds to the insertion of
a concept in lieu of the node: it locates the corresponding CI
in the DHT and then asks it to store the concept (and TIP);
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the Proxy (P) acts as a relay forwarding a communication to
the next P or to NP. The insertion protocol is as following:

Protocol 2. Insertion protocol

1. For each concept composing the profile, the node (N)
randomly selects a Proxy (P) and asks it to forward, as
many times as required, the insertion query.

2. The last proxy, which acts as a Node Proxy (NP) makes
a DHT lookup operation to contact the CI. NP provides
the concept, its own IP address and certificate without
encrypting them (they are not sensitive).

3. The CI establishes a secure communication channel with
NP. NP finally inserts the sensitive couple (concept, TIP).

4.3 New Roles for Query Processing (w.r.t. Requirement 1)

As for the profile insertion in the DHT, we must protect the
Targets during a query execution (hiding their TIPs) because
they match a given profile, potentially known by a malicious
querier. We thus place basic proxies “before” and “after”
the Targets: The Before Proxies (BPs), resp. After Proxies
(APs), forward the communications going to (resp. from)
a Target to hide its TIP from an attacker eavesdropping the
actor sending the Local Query (resp. receiving local results).

To avoid disclosing Targets, complying with Require-
ment 1, we must encrypt their incoming communications.
This is not obvious since Targets are discovered dynami-
cally and, thus, BPs cannot know their public keys. The only
solution is to store in the CIs, in addition to TIP, either a
symmetric key ksym, different for each (target, concept) cou-
ple, or the Target public key kpub. Considering that sym-
metric encryption is significantly more efficient, we select
the former. The actors then choose, for each Target, one of
the available ksym (if there are several concepts), encrypt the
Local Query with ksym, accompany it with hash(ksym) and
TIP, and send them to a proxy. The Target knows, through
hash(ksym), which ksym must be used to decrypt the Local
Query, and later, to encrypt its local result. The actors reuse
ksym to decrypt the local results.

If Q contacts all the sampled Ts (through BPs), we face
two issues: (i) from a security viewpoint, Q knows all the

Communications
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IP (hybrid enc.)
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Proxy

Node's
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N P […] NP CI

Fig. 4: Insertion of a concept in the DHT

first level BPs, thus increasing the probability of discover-
ing Targets (the same is true for APs); (ii) from an efficiency
viewpoint, Q becomes a bottleneck. To solve both, we pro-
pose to add a set of supporting nodes called Workers (Ws).
Ws supplant Q to (i) transfer the Local Query to a subset
of the Targets and (ii) aggregate their local results3 before
sending partial results back to the Querier.

Unfortunately, if the Ws are selected in Q’s neighbor-
hood or Q’s cache (each node maintains a local cache of
recently contacted nodes), an attacker could deduce which
nodes to spy by analyzing past communications, or influ-
encing the local cache by issuing specific queries. Thus, we
propose to delegate this selection to an Actor Selector cho-
sen randomly by Q by making a lookup in the DHT at a
random place (see Section 4.4). Randomly relocating the se-
lection of actors allows: (i) distributing the potential leaks in
a different region for each computation and (ii) balancing
the load, improving the overall performance.

As shown in Fig. 5, these limited additions to the Naive
protocol allows securing query computations in the Tamper-
proof model. Encrypting the communications plus adding
proxies and workers chosen randomly by the AS, allows to
hide the sensitive nodes and ensure the security guarantees
we aim for. Additionally, the Workers optimize the execu-
tion flow and distribute the load put initially on the Querier.

4.4 Detailed Protocol

The optimized Tamper proof compliant protocol DISPERSH

is given below (see also Figure 5). Note that steps 1 and 3 as
well as 2 and 4 are done in parallel.

Protocol 3. DISPERSH: Tamper-proof compliant protocol

1. The Querier (Q) generates a random number RNDQ and
hashes it to obtain a location in the DHT virtual space.
Q contacts through the DHT, in clear, the node managing
this location: the Actor Selector (AS).

2. The AS checks Q’s certificate to ensure that Q is a gen-
uine PDMS, randomly selects the Workers (W) in its lo-
cal cache, and sends the list to Q (hybrid encryption).

3. Q checks AS’s certificate and looks up in the DHT, in
clear, the Concept Indexers (CIs) indexing the different
concepts composing the Target Profile (tp).

4. Each CI and Q mutually check their certificates. The CIs
send to Q the encrypted list of (TIP, ksym) associated to
the requested concept (hybrid encryption).

5. Q applies the tp on the lists to find the Targets (T). It then
selects a random sample and evenly splits the sample in
|W| sets. It finally sends to each W the Local Query (lq),
the Aggregate Query (aq) and a set of sampled (TIP, ksym).

3 This is possible with distributive aggregation expression, i.e., the
aggregate computation can be distributed on several data processors.
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Fig. 5: DISPERSH: Tamper proof compliant protocol

6. Each W encrypts for each T, using one of the available
ksym, the lq and W’s IP address. These messages are sent
(encrypted) to randomly selected Before Proxies (BP).

7. The BPs forward to the Ts the encrypted data. The com-
munication between each last BP and T is encrypted us-
ing ksym — this encryption being performed at step 6.

8. The Ts apply the lq on their data and encrypt their lo-
cal result using ksym. They finally randomly select After
Proxies (AP) and ask them to forward their encrypted re-
sults to their respective W. Note that, unlike step 2 or 4,
there is no need to check that the Ws are genuine PDMSs
since, if not, they could not have provided a correct ksym
(i.e., known by T).

9. The APs forward the local results to the Ws.
10. The Ws decrypt the local results, apply aq and send its

results to Q.
11. Q applies aq on the partial results to obtain the final an-

swer and thus ends the query.

Table 3 provides a summary of the analysis of the pro-
tocol, mainly with respect to Requirement 1. For each step,
we indicate if communications are encrypted, using sym-
metric (green) or hybrid encryption (yellow) and if the step
can be parallelized (green) for improved performance. We
indicate the (most, if multiple) sensitive information we pro-
tect through encryption.

As we can see, all communications are encrypted except
in Step 1 and 3 (DHT lookups). The rationale for Step 3 is
that the concepts (potentially sensitive) cannot be protected
when the owner of the Querier node is malicious. All steps
are also parallelized, except for the selection of Ws (step 1)
and the application of tp (step 3). Both are not expensive
tasks and would not benefit from a parallelization.

4.5 Security Analysis

Since, in the Tamper-proof model, the data manipulated by
PDMSs are not at risk and since every sensitive communica-
tion is encrypted, an attacker may only deduce some Target
IPs (TIPs) from the metadata — which she can then asso-
ciate with a profile as she potentially formulates the query.
Before and After Proxies help anonymize the communica-
tions between Ws and Ts, but how do we calibrate this num-
ber of proxies?

Let us quantify the probability of leaking one or more
TIPs, PT+ , when an attacker spies the communications of C
nodes in a network of N nodes, using p BPs and p APs and
|T| Targets. We denote c, the ratio of spied nodes (c = C

N ).

PT+ = 1−

(
1−2c×

(
⌊p/2⌋

∑
i=0

(
p− i

i

)
· c p−i ·(1− c)i

)

−c×

(
⌊p/2⌋

∑
i=0

(
p− i

i

)
· c p−i ·(1− c)i

)2
|T | (1)

Indeed, an attacker can deduce the TIP of a Target T
iff: (i) he is able to deduce (given the quantity of sent mes-
sages) that some spied nodes are Worker nodes; (ii) he is, by

STEP ENCRYPTION PARALLELISM
1: (Q→AS) No Yes, automatic (DHT)
2: (AS→Q) Hyb.: {(IPW , CertW )} No, light task
3: (Q→CI) No Yes, automatic (DHT)
4: (CI→Q) Hyb.: {(TIP, ksym)} Yes, if multiple CIs
5: (Q→W) Hyb.: {(TIP, ksym)} No, Q applies tp

6: (W→BPs) Hyb.: (TIP, ksym) Yes, multiple Workers
7: (BP→T) Sym. (ksym): lq Yes, one BP per Target
8: (T→AP) Hyb.: TIP Yes, multiple Targets

9: (APs→W) Sym. (ksym): local res. Yes, one AP per Target
10: (W→Q) Hyb.: partial res. Yes, multiple Workers

11: (Q) No communication No, light task

Table 3: DISPERSH protocol analysis
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chance, (a) spying the Worker W targeting T (thus obtaining
the address of the first BP); (b) spying the last BP between
W and T (thus obtaining T’s TIP); and (c) spying BPs be-
tween W and T such that no two consecutive BPs are not
spied (thus being able to link the whole chain of BPs). The
same observations can be done with APs (the first AP must
be spied). For instance, with 7 proxies, 103 Targets and 1%
spied nodes, PT+ < 10−6. Such a protection level is more
than acceptable since a prerequisite is that a Worker is iden-
tified, which is not trivial with queries running in parallel.

4.6 Conclusion

The proposed protocols address the first requirement using
encryption and anonymization and parallelize the computa-
tions when possible. The security analysis shows that we can
reach the lower-bound on leakage (no leakage) with a prob-
ability PT+ which can be tuned to be as small as required,
i.e., with near certainty. Considering tamper-resistant PDMS
nodes can be, however, too restrictive. If an attacker were to
break a single PDMS then all the sensitive data would leak:
this node only has to initiate a query to observe the full list
of Targets and partially aggregated results. We thus address
next, our second, more invasive, passive attack threat model.

5 Passive Attack Threat Model and DISPERSHR

In the Passive attack threat model, in addition to spying on
the communications, an attacker can uncover, without being
able to modify, the data normally protected by the PDMS.

5.1 Security Requirements

As mentioned in Section 3.2, when an attacker controls a set
of leaking nodes, there is an unavoidable data leakage and
thus, our objective is to minimize its impact and reach the
lower-bound on leakage, while keeping the security costs
low. We thus propose the following requirement:

Requirement 2: Random dispersion of data. Data-at-
rest (i.e., the distributed concept index) and data-in-use
(i.e., the data exchanged during query execution) must
be dispersed on nodes chosen randomly.

Indeed, the best achievable protection is obtained with
random actor selection (CIs and query actors are randomly
selected and that selection cannot be influenced by the at-
tacker). Then, through dispersion, we minimize the infor-
mation each actor receives and, de facto, limit the impact
of a leak. We remind that the users’ own data do not need
dispersion since there is no gain in performing a self-attack.
We make use of the following security techniques:

Imposed, uniformly distributed node location in the DHT.
Imposing the location of nodes in the DHT ensures a uni-
form density of the leaking nodes since an attacker cannot
influence its location. This can be easily achieved by us-
ing the hash of the node’s public key as its identifier in the
DHT. Indeed, hash functions produce uniform distributions,
and public keys are unique and cannot be influenced by the
PDMS owner. Coupled with a random assignation of the ac-
tors and the CIs (e.g., the hash of the concept for the CIs),
we obtain a random selection of the query actors.
Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme (SSSS) for random dis-
persion of data-at-rest. By using SSSS (see Appendix A)
in combination with the random assignment of the CIs, we
can safely store the concept indexes in the DHT.
Task compartmentalization for data-in-use random dis-
persion. By compartmentalizing a task in several indepen-
dent sub-tasks, coupled with the random assignment of the
actors, we can reduce the data transferred to the actors to the
minimum required for each sub-task, effectively dispersing
them on several actors. A task should be compartmentalized
iff each sub-task requires less data to be performed, so that it
minimizes the leakage impact if any of the actors is leaking.
Pseudonymization of data-in-use. To further reduce the
impact of a leakage of data-in-use, we rely on pseudonymiza-
tion in case an actor has access to more information than
it needs. Pseudonym(x) is denoted x and allows “hiding”,
when applicable, the concepts of the Target Profile, the Ag-
gregate Query, or the IP addresses of the Targets. By replac-
ing a concept ci in the Target Profile with ci, we can apply it
on the lists sent by the CIs without revealing any of the con-
cepts. For instance, the pseudonymized profile tp = (a∧ b)
replaces tp=(location|city|Lyon)∧(profession|none).
Similarly, we replace the “subject” of the Aggregate Query
with a pseudonym. Instead of computing aq: “average of the
ratings”, we can compute the aq: “average of x” hence hid-
ing the nature of the local results (to some extent). Finally,
swapping the Targets’ IP addresses (TIP) with pseudonyms
TIP can greatly reduce data-in-use leakage as detailed in
Section 5.3. Note that, depending on the computation per-
formed, one may employ dedicated obfuscation methods to
further protect the local results (e.g., local differential pri-
vacy [77]). Our purpose here is to be generic and we thus
leave these optimizations to future work.
Sub-task parallelization. Lastly, parallelizing the sub-tasks,
i.e., using several nodes to compute a sub-task, further re-
duces the amount of data accessed by each actor and thus
the potential leakage, and speed up the overall execution.

5.2 Insertion in the DHT

As explained earlier, proxies can now leak the data they ma-
nipulate, thus requiring onion routing to operate blindly (see
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Appendix A). Furthermore, even if the Node Proxy is leak-
ing, it has, thanks to SSSS, only access to a share of the IP
address of the Node inserting the concept in the DHT.

Overall, the protocol remains the same as Protocol 2:
there are now as many insertions as there are shares due
to SSSS (see Fig. 6) and the communications between the
proxies follow the onion routing protocol. The CI responsi-
ble for storing the share j of concept ci is the node responsi-
ble for the key computed for instance as hash(‘[’ | ci | ‘]’ | j)
to randomly disperse the shares on different CIs (thanks to
the uniform distribution of cryptographic hash functions).
Hence, by splitting their TIP into shares assigned to different
CIs, the probability to leak the TIPs for a concept decreases
exponentially with the number of shares (see Section 5.5).

5.3 New Roles for Query Processing (w.r.t. Requirement 2)

Analyzing the Querier and Workers roles in Protocol 3, we
identify four different tasks: (i) Q contacts the CIs, (ii) Q
applies tp and transmits the sampled Targets to Ws, (iii) Ws
transfer the Local Query to the resulting (sampled) Targets,
and (iv) W receive and aggregate the local/partial results.

To fulfill the Random dispersion of data requirement,
we restrict the role of Q to contacting the CIs and intro-
duce four new roles resulting in the compartmentalization
of the tasks (ii), (iii) and (iv) respectively leading to PS, TF
and (F)DA. For each sub-task, the data-in-use transmitted to
the new actor nodes is minimized (minimal knowledge) and
pseudonymized whenever possible.

The Profile Samplers (PSs) (i) reconstruct TIP and apply
tp to determine the Targets, (ii) select a sample of Targets
and (iii) transfer the sample data to a Target Finder. Thus,
the PSs determine and sample the Targets without knowing
any IP address or the Target Profile.

The Target Finders (TFs) (i) reconstruct TIP only for
the sampled Targets, (ii) transfer, anonymously via proxies,
the encrypted Local Query to the sampled Targets. Thus, the
TFs communicate with the sampled Targets without know-
ing their pseudonyms nor the Target Profile.

The Data Aggregators (DAs) aggregate the local results
using the pseudonymized Aggregate Query.

Communications
DHT (no enc.)

Onion Routing
IP (hybrid enc.)

N P […] NP CI

Fig. 6: Insertion of a concept in the DHT
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For each role, several nodes can be selected to parallelize
the execution of the sub-task. Having several DAs requires
a final aggregation performed by the Final Data Aggregator
(FDA) which then transfers the final result to the Querier.

Fig. 7 illustrates how the task and information distribu-
tion is performed to minimize their knowledge, assuming a
single PS and TF (see Section 5.4 for multiple ones).

1. Each CI sends to the TF each share of (TIP, ksym) en-
crypted with a “temporary” symmetric key, ktmp, gener-
ated on-the-fly for each share. ksym is used to encrypt the
communications with the Target (see Section 4.3), while
ktmp is used to hide from TF the (TIP, ksym) of the Targets
that are not selected by the sampling.

2. Each CI sends to the PS the concept pseudonym (ci), and
for each node having ci, the share of TIP and ktmp.

3. The PS reconstructs the nodes’ TIP (see Section 5.4),
applies tp on TIPs, samples the resulting Targets and fi-
nally sends to the TF the set of ktmp of the sampled Tar-
gets (one per share of sampled Target).

4. The TF decrypts the shares of (TIP, ksym) of the sampled
Targets using the adequate ktmps, reconstructs the (TIP,
ksym) and finally encrypts (with ksym) and transfers them
(anonymously) the Local Query and other metadata.

The PS thus only knows the pseudonyms (TIP) of the
nodes possessing any of the concepts in tp — without know-
ing which — and the TF knows the TIPs of only the sam-
pled Targets without knowing tp. Providing them less infor-
mation would make them unable to perform their respective
tasks, hence showing that this task distribution is optimal.

5.4 Detailed Protocol

Fig. 8 gives an overview of DISPERSHR, the passive attack
compliant protocol. We voluntarily omit the proxies to im-
prove readability and to focus on the new flow. Details are
addressed just after.
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Protocol 4. DISPERSHR: Passive attack compliant protocol

1. Q generates RNDQ and looks up in the DHT the AS,
the node managing the location hash(RNDQ). The AS
checks Q’s certificate to ensure that Q is a genuine PDMS,
selects randomly a list of actors in its local cache, and
sends this list to Q (hybrid encryption).

2. Q transmits (hybrid encryption) the required metadata to
each actor: (i) the tp and list of TFs to the PSs, (ii) the lq
and list of DAs to the TFs, (iii) the aq to the DAs/FDA.

3. Q looks up in the DHT each CI managing a share of each
concept ci of the tp. Then, Q provides (hybrid encryption)
to each CI the pseudonym ci and the list of PSs and TFs.

4. Each CI checks Q’s certificate, and forwards to the PS,
the ci and, for each node having ci, ktmp, and a share of
TIP; and to the TF, for each node having ci, a share of
(TIP, ksym) encrypted with ktmp.

5. Each PS reconstructs the TIPs, applies tp, samples the
resulting Targets and finally sends to its corresponding
TF the set of ktmp of the sampled Targets.

6. Each TF decrypts the shares of (TIP, ksym) of the sampled
Targets using the adequate ktmps, reconstructs the (TIP,
ksym) and finally encrypts with ksym and transfers to the
Targets (onion routing) the lq and the list of DAs.

7. Each Target deciphers the lq and list of DAs using ksym,
applies lq, chooses randomly a DA and forwards it anony-
mously (onion routing) its local result.

8. The DAs apply aq on the local results, and send (hybrid
encryption) the partial results to the FDA.

9. The FDA applies aq to compute the final result and sends
it to Q (hybrid encryption).

Selecting the actors. A correct selection of the actors is cru-
cial as the leakage is linked to how many of them are leak-
ing. As we have established in Section 3.2, that selection
must be random to minimize, on average, that number. We
used the Actor Selector as in the Tamper-proof model to se-
lect actors in randomized regions of the DHT, thus distribut-
ing the load and the leakages while ensuring a uniform and
random selection of actors.
Multiple (PS, TF). Having multiple instances of (PS, TF)
couples (each PS communicate with its corresponding TF)
raises two issues: (i) how can the CIs send the shares be-
longing to the same node to the same actor and (ii) how can
an actor know which shares go together?

To address (i), the nodes store a selector called sel with
their share entries in the DHT. sel is identical for all en-
tries. The CIs leveraged sel to determine to which actor they
should transfer it by using a modulo. sel should be chosen so
as to favor collisions and avoid creating a second, insecure,
pseudonym. DISPERS uses a hash of the node’s public key
concatenated with a random value (to reduce the attacker
knowledge): sel = hash(kpub |RND) mod |PS|.

To address (ii), considering that SSSS does not indicate
if a set of shares are related to the same secret, we asso-
ciate a “marker” to each set, called a Concept-Target Iden-
tifier (CTID), to signal this relationship. As there are possi-
bly many shares for as many different secrets, this marker is
unique per secret and should depend on the Target and the
concept to avoid mixing shares that do not belong together.
Once more, we use a hash of the node’s public key concate-
nated with the concept and a random value (to avoid rainbow
table attack): CTID = hash(kpub |ci |RND).
Summary of the data stored at a CI. To summarize, a
CI responsible for the share j of concept ci stores the tu-
ple (CTID,sel,(TIP,ksym) j,TIP j) for each node having ci
in its profile where: (i) CTID is a Concept-Target Identifier,
unique for the couple (concept, node) but equal for all its
shares; (ii) sel is a selector ensuring that all the shares of the
same node (whatever the concept) are sent to the same PS
and TF; (iii) (TIP,ksym) j is a share of the node IP address
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and of the symmetric key, unique for the couple (concept,
node); and (iv) TIP j is a share of the node pseudonym.

Table 4 shows that the metadata (in green) accessed by
each role are minimized: no role except Q has access to more
metadata than strictly necessary. This is important to avoid
opportunistic attacks, i.e., when the attacker does not control
the querier node and thus, has no access to the query. More
importantly, each role receives only the necessary data (in
red) to perform its task. For instance, TFs receive lq and
some Targets TIPs because they need to send the former
to the latter. The next section quantifies the impact an at-
tacker mastering different actors would have. In particular,
we study how combined leakages would help deduce con-
cept indexes, TIPs, local results or full associations.

5.5 Security Analysis

As mentioned in Section 3.2, we must consider the leak-
age of (i) one or several concept indexes; (ii) some TIPs,
(iii) some local results, and (iv) their full association.
Concept index leakage. A concept index for a concept ci,
protected by SSSS with n shares and a threshold of t, is dis-
closed if an attacker controls at least t nodes storing shares
of ci’s index. Thus, the probability of leaking one or more
concept index is equal to 1 minus the probability of not leak-
ing any concept, i.e., having for each concept at most t − 1
leaking concept indexers (see equation 2 with |ci | concepts
indexes in the system, c is the ratio of leaking nodes). Using
this formula, we can easily calibrate the system to obtain
a very low probability. For instance, with 11 shares and a
threshold of 8 (increasing redundancy and making the sys-
tem robust to failures, see Section 7), the probability of leak-
ing one or more concepts when the attacker controls 1% of
the nodes, is around 10−7 with a total of 105 concepts.

PI = 1−

(
t−1

∑
i=0

(
n
i

)
× ci×(1− c)n−i

)|ci |

(2)

Meta data
Role Q CI PS TF T DA FDA

Concept (c) × ×
Pseudonymized ci (ci) × × ×
Target Profile (tp) ×
Pseudonymized tp (tp) × ×
Local Query (lq) × × ×
Aggregate Query (aq) ×
Pseudonymized aq (aq) × × ×
Node pseudonym (TIP) ×
TIP of sampled Targets ×
Local Results × ×
Partial Results × ×
Final Result × ×

Table 4: Summary of the data accessed by each role.
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Fig. 9: Effect of proxies on TIPs leakage

Sampled Target address leakage. There are three TIP leak-
age scenarios: (a) a TF node is leaking; (b) a “chain” of BPs
is spied or leaking (same reasoning as in Section 4.5), see
equation 3 with p > 1 BPs; (c) a “chain” of APs is spied or
leaking, see equation 4 with p > 1 APs. The probability of
leaking one or more TIP is then given by equation 5.

PBP =
⌊p/2⌋

∑
i=0

(
p−1− i

i

)
× c p−i × (1− c)i (3)

PAP =
⌊(p+1)/2⌋

∑
i=0

(
p+1− i

i

)
× c p+1−i × (1− c)i (4)

PT+ = 1− ((1− c)× (1−PBP)× (1−PAP))
|T | (5)

Scenario (a) leads to an unavoidable leakage (on aver-
age) of T × c Target IPs— given our fully-distributed setup
and to the indistinguishability of leaking nodes. The objec-
tive is thus to minimize the extra leakage of scenario (b) and
(c), which depends on the length of the “chains”.

Fig. 9 shows the impact of the addition of BPs and APs
(same number) on the expected TIPs leakage. With only one
proxy of each type both leakages are equal to the one of
scenario (a): each proxy is either leaking or not thus leading
to three chances for a TIP to be leaking: a leaking TF, BP
or AP. Having two or more proxies severely reduces it (a
leaking chain is required). However, extending the length of
the chains rapidly yields little to no benefits, especially when
compared to the, unavoidable, leakage of scenario (a).
Local result leakage. Local results leak iff one or more
DAs are leaking. This leakage, on average, T × c local re-
sults, cannot be reduced since DAs work on clear text and
leaking DAs are indistinguishable from honest ones. Fortu-
nately, local results alone do not bring many insights to the
attacker, especially if lq can be restricted in some ways (e.g.,
lq should not return identifying results). Considering work-
ing on ciphertext is part of our future work (see preliminary
results in [45]).
Full association leakage. The full association leakage re-
quires that (i) the first AP is spied or leaking; (ii) no two
consecutive APs are honest (and not spied) between the first
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AP and the DA; (iii) the DA is leaking. (i) and (ii) allows ob-
taining the TIP while (iii) allows obtaining the local result
and linking it with the TIP. Equation 6 gives the probability
of leaking one or more full association.

PF = 1− ((1−PAP)+(1− c)− (1−PAP)× (1− c))|T | (6)

As we can see on Fig. 10, we can reduce this probability, as
much as desired, by increasing the number of APs. For in-
stance, with 7 APs and 104 colluding nodes (1%), the prob-
ability is inferior to 10−6. Note that adding APs is a costly
mechanism: each Target must perform as many asymmetric
encryption operations as there are APs and each AP a de-
cryption. However, all these operations are done in parallel
and should have a marginal impact on the execution latency.

5.6 Conclusion

By compartmentalizing the query execution on multiple ac-
tors, hiding the data with pseudonyms or SSSS, we managed
to isolate the sensitive information such that each actor has a
very limited view on the global data processing. Moreover,
by controlling the number of SSSS shares (n and t), and the
number of BPs and APs, we can influence PT+ and PF such
that we reach the lower-bound on leakage with near cer-
tainty. However, considering corrupted nodes changes the
game: a corrupted Querier can choose colluding nodes as
actors thus leaking all the sensitive data. This is studied in
the next section.

6 Active Attack Threat Model and DISPERSHRC

In the Active attack threat model, we assume that collud-
ing attackers have complete control over their own PDMSs:
they can alter the code integrity and forge fake information.
Hence, although the overall data insertion and query proto-
cols remain the same as in the passive attack model, addi-
tional attestations have to be carefully generated and then
verified by the concerned nodes to maintain the same level
of security. This section is based on our previous work [40]
that we extend in a more comprehensive and generic way.
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6.1 Security Requirements

The main consequence of this threat model is that nodes,
especially those providing sensitive data, cannot trust any
information they receive even if it is signed by a, poten-
tially corrupted, PDMS. A notable exception is the node’s
certificate which is the security root (see Assumption 2). We
identify three types of attacks: (i) impersonation: when a
corrupted node impersonates another node (e.g., imperson-
ating a CI to reveal some concept profile); (ii) list of cor-
rupted actors: when a corrupted Querier produces a list of
actors containing mostly (if not only) corrupted nodes; and
(iii) query manipulation: when corrupted nodes bypass their
query budget or alter the query parameters during the execu-
tion (e.g., a corrupted TF changing lq to make a Target reveal
itself). The following requirement addresses these issues:

Requirement 3: Collaborative proof. Any “informa-
tion” that leads (directly or indirectly) to the transmission
of sensitive data must be (i) attested and (if applicable)
generated through a collaborative process involving hon-
est nodes, and (ii) the participation of honest nodes in
this process must guarantee its correctness, i.e., a single
honest node has the power to invalidate it.

A collaborative process prevents an attack from a sin-
gle corrupted node. By additionally forcing the presence of
honest nodes and giving them the power to invalidate the
produced information, we make it trustworthy as long as all
nodes, including at least one honest node, attest it. Hence, a
corrupted node has no choice but to collaborate with honest
nodes and to conform to the different processes, as other-
wise the execution would eventually be aborted. To enforce
our requirement, we make use of the following techniques:

1. Collaborative validation: a set of nodes, containing at
least one honest node, validates via cryptographic signa-
tures an information or a fact called f . The nodes must
be provided with, or already possess, sufficient knowl-
edge to be able to check f . If all the signatures are con-
sistent —i.e., sign the same f —, then f is deemed trust-
worthy. If at least one signature is not consistent, then f
must be discarded and the execution aborted.

2. Collective knowledge: every node stores some informa-
tion on all the other nodes such that CI impersonation
can be prevented. Similarly, by storing the query bud-
get of all nodes, we prevent an attacker from abusing her
query budget. This requires a collaborative validation.

3. Collaborative, verifiable process: a set of nodes, con-
taining at least one honest node, can execute a given al-
gorithm, built in such a way that its output can be vali-
dated by all the participants (with sufficient knowledge).
For instance, the verifiable random number generation
protocol (see Appendix A) allows generating collabora-
tively a verifiable random value if at least one honest
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node participates. In the following, we leverage this ver-
ifiable random number protocol as a basis for the col-
laborative verifiable selection of the query actors. This
process is sketched in Section 6.5 and detailed in [40].

6.2 The Need for Efficient, Localized Decisions

These techniques meet Requirement 3, preventing the at-
tacks considered but raise major efficiency/scalability issues.

Assuming an attacker controls up to C corrupted nodes,
then both the Collaborative validation and the Collaborative
verifiable process would require at least C+ 1 nodes to en-
sure that one of them is honest. For instance, with an attacker
controlling up to 1% of 106 nodes, each node verifying a fact
has to perform 2× (104 + 1) asymmetric crypto-operations
to check the signature and the certificate of each signatory!

Similarly, for Collective knowledge, nodes must perform
a full broadcast of any modification of a query budget and
maintain a full mesh overlay [40], which is extremely costly
in practice and would render irrelevant the DHT overlay.

Finally, asking C + 1 nodes to attest, for instance, the
query to prevent an attacker from altering it is, from a pri-
vacy standpoint, counter-productive: an honest querier is al-
most guaranteed to broadcast it to attackers thus hindering
the protections we set up in the previous section.

To maintain an efficient and scalable system, it is thus
essential to drastically reduce the number of nodes involved
in all these security processes. This can be done through lo-
calized decision processes by leveraging again the imposed
location in the DHT, slightly modifying our requirement.

Indeed, thanks to the imposed location, leading to a uni-
form distribution of nodes in a DHT, we can have proba-
bilistic guarantees on the maximum number of colluding
nodes in a DHT subspace of a given size — called DHT
region hereafter. We compute then the probability of having
at least k corrupted colluding nodes and tailor both k and
the region size to make the probability lower than a secu-
rity threshold. By setting the threshold sufficiently low, we
can consider that having at least k corrupted colluding nodes
“never” occurs and thus limit the number of nodes involved
in each process to k (≪ C). We thus reformulate Require-
ment 3 to incorporate this probabilistic approach:

Requirement 3’: Collaborative probabilistic proof.
Any “information” that leads (directly or indirectly) to
the transmission of sensitive data must be (i) attested and
(if applicable) generated through a collaborative process
involving, with a very high probability, at least one
honest node, and (ii) the participation of at least, one hon-
est node in this process must guarantee its correctness —
i.e., it has the power to invalidate it.

Since the localized decisions are taken by the nodes sit-
uated inside a specific DHT region, we generalize this no-

tion and define a legitimate node as follow: Given a region
R in the virtual space of a DHT, for any node ni we say
that ni is legitimate w.r.t. R if and only if it is located within
R, i.e., hash(kpubni

) ∈ R. Legitimate nodes can store infor-
mation, verify and sign facts, or participate in collaborative
processes. We modify the proposed techniques as follows:

1. Collaborative local validation: instead of needing C+1
consistent signatures for a fact f , the signatories are se-
lected in a reduced DHT region and thus minimized to k
legitimate nodes.

2. Local knowledge: instead of broadcasting the query bud-
get to the entire network, the “neighbors” of the Querier
are responsible for storing, checking and attesting it. The
same occurs with the node locations: each node stores
the local topology of the network nodes “around” it.

3. Localized collaborative, verifiable process: instead of
needing C + 1 participants to generate a verifiable ran-
dom number or a verifiable list of actors, we select them
in a reduced DHT region allowing to reduce their num-
ber to k legitimate participants.

6.3 Insertion in the DHT

The main issue regarding the insertion of concepts comes
from corrupted nodes impersonating CIs. To prevent it, ap-
plying the Collaborative local validation, the Node Proxy
now requires the CI neighborhood to attest CI’s legitimacy.
The CI thus asks k legitimate nodes called CI’s Legitimate
nodes (CILs) and located in a small region centered on the
concept’s location, to verify and attest the fact that the CI is
actually the node responsible for the concept (see Fig. 11).

Our fact f , here is that, by construction of the DHT,
the CI must be the closest node to the concept. The CI can
choose any k CILs to validate f . CILs have the necessary
knowledge since they store the local topology of the net-
work. In addition, k is tailored to guarantee the presence of
an honest node H among the CILs. Thus, if f is false, i.e., a
node N is closest than CI, then H knows N and H will not
sign f , thus aborting the process. NP must check (i) that the
k signatures are consistent, (ii) that the k signatories’ certifi-
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Fig. 11: Insertion of a concept in the DHT
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cates are valid and prove that they are legitimate and obvi-
ously (iii) that f designates CI (i.e., f has not been altered).

6.4 New Roles for Query Processing (w.r.t. Req. 3’)

In the same spirit, the nodes around the Querier are called
Querier’s Legitimate nodes (QLs) and allow to (i) verify and
attest the validity of a query w.r.t the Querier query budget,
and (ii) bootstrap the random selection of actors by partici-
pating in the generation of a verifiable random number.

The first task prevents a corrupted node from abusing
the system and freezes the query without disclosing it, ef-
fectively blocking query manipulation attacks. Additional
verifications of the query could be done but are out of the
scope of this paper. As in the previous threat models, the
random number is used to designate the Actor Selector. In
coordination with the AS, the Actor Selector’s Legitimate
nodes (ASLs) generate the list of actors, sign it and, through
their signatures, link it with the query.

The next section explains in more details how we com-
pute the probabilistic guarantees and how it can be leveraged
to both select the actors and prevent query manipulation.

6.5 Detailed Protocol

Probabilistic guarantees. Having an imposed and uniform
distribution of nodes throughout the network — which ap-
plies indistinctly to honest and corrupted nodes — we can
estimate the number of nodes in a region:

Let R be a DHT region of size rs in a virtual space of
a DHT of total size 1 (i.e., normalized) and let N be the
total number of network nodes — uniformly distributed in
the virtual space. The probability, PL, of having at least m
legitimate nodes in R is [40]:

PL(m≥,N,rs) =
N

∑
i=m

(
N
i

)
× rsi×(1− rs)N−i (7)

Proof (sketch): Let us consider a partition of the N nodes
into two subsets containing i and N − i nodes. Since the dis-
tribution of nodes is uniform in space, the probability of hav-
ing the i nodes inside R and the N − i nodes outside R is
rsi ·(1− rs)N−i and there are

(N
i

)
combinations of generat-

ing this node partitioning. The probability of having in R at
least m nodes is equal to the probability of having exactly m
nodes plus the probability of having exactly m+1 plus. . . the
probability of having N, which leads to equation 7. □

The same reasoning applies to obtain the probability, PC
of having at least k corrupted colluding nodes in R; C(< N)

being the maximum number of corrupted colluding nodes:

PC(k≥,C,rs) =
C

∑
i=k

(
C
i

)
× rsi×(1− rs)C−i (8)
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We can notice that this probability does not depend on the
region center because of the uniform distribution and is thus
valid for any region of size rs.

Furthermore, by correctly choosing the values for k and
rs we can make PC lower than a given security threshold
α . In other words, by ensuring that PC is lower than α , we
“guarantee” that at least one node is honest among the k.
Generating the list of actors. As mentioned earlier, the best
achievable protection is obtained when actors are randomly
selected and the selection cannot be influenced by attackers,
i.e., the average number of corrupted selected actors in the
ideal case is AidealC = A×C/N. Thus, the impact of a col-
lusion attack remains proportional with the number of col-
luding nodes, which is the best situation given our context.
The protocol proposed below (see Fig. 12) achieves, on av-
erage, this ideal case and requires 2k signature verifications
to check its validity (versus 2× (C+1)) with k ≪C.

Protocol 5. Verifiable selection of A actors protocol

1. Q selects k QLs in a region R1 of size rs centered on Q
— such that we have probabilistic guarantees to “always”
have at least one honest QL.

2. The k QLs, collaboratively generate RNDQ (verifiable
random number generation protocol — see Appendix A).

3. Q hashes RNDQ to obtain a location p in the DHT virtual
space and contacts, through the DHT, the node managing
this location: the Actor Selector (AS).

4. The AS, in turn, selects k ASLs in a region R2 of size rs
centered on p — such that we have probabilistic guaran-
tees to “always” have at least one honest ASL.

5. The k ASLs collaboratively generate another verifiable
random number, RNDAS and a Candidate List (CL) of ac-
tors: each ASLi provides a local candidate list (CLi) from
its cache of nodes (Cachei). Each candidate must belong
to a region R3 centered on p, whose size rs3 is such that
R3 includes at least A nodes with very high probability.

6. Coordinated by the AS, each ASLi checks RNDQ, com-
putes the union of all CLi to obtain CL, sorts CL and
keeps the A first actors (sorting is done on kpub j ⊕RNDAS
where kpub j is the public key of node j ∈ CL). They fi-
nally sign the list of actors which concludes this protocol.
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Steps 1 to 3 relocate, randomly, the selection of actors.
Steps 4 and 5 prevent Q from manipulating the relocation.
Finally, step 5 and 6 takes care of generating the list of ac-
tors. The details of this protocol can be found in [40,38].

The presence of an honest node among the selected QLs
and ASLs is the root of security: the honest QL ensures that
the relocation is random while the one in ASL ensures that
the relocation process was not tampered with, that enough
genuine candidates are provided in step 5 and lastly that cor-
rupted ASLs cannot ignore some genuine actor candidates.

Finally, as stated, 2 × k signature verifications are re-
quired to verify this list of actors: the certificates of the k
ASLs that signed the list, and the k signatures of the list.
Preventing query manipulation. The core idea is to asso-
ciate the query and the list of actors: to each query corre-
sponds a unique list of actors, thus preventing two attacks:
reusing a favorable list of actors and generating a large quan-
tity of list of actors to obtain a favorable one. If a list is tied
to a query then, by definition, it cannot be reused. Plus, as
each node has a limited query budget, an attacker would ex-
haust her budget before obtaining a favorable outcome.

However, associating the query to the list of actors must
be done carefully: in accordance with the compartmental-
ization technique (see Section 5.1), we should not give ac-
tors and intermediary nodes more knowledge than what they
need. For instance, although a hash allows detecting any al-
teration, it requires the raw data to be checked and is, as is,
inappropriate. Fortunately, a Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) (see
Appendix A) solves this limitation since its does not require
to send additional meaningful information to any node but
simply a correct MHT representation of the query.

Besides altering the query or manipulating the list of ac-
tors, an attacker could also retain some information to iso-
late a Target. For example, a TF could transmit the Local
Query to all but one Target, wait a certain period of time,
and eventually forward it to the isolated Target hoping that
her result would find its way back to the Querier (revealing
the identity of the Target). Adding a timestamp to the query
and defining a validity time frame after which a query should
be discarded is an effective way of preventing this issue.

Summarizing, first, the query budget is checked by the k
QLs. Then, to prevent any manipulation, the query is asso-
ciated to the list of actors via k signatures that attest: (i) the
root hash of the MHT representation of the query, (ii) the list
of actors and (iii) a timestamp.

The detailed protocol is illustrated on Figure 13 and de-
scribed next highlighting only the additions with regards to
the passive attack protocol (i.e., mainly checks, signatures
and their verifications).

Protocol 6. DISPERSHRC: Active attack compliant protocol

1. Q asks k legitimate neighbors (QLs) to validate its query
and generate RNDQ to locate an AS.

2. Q request the AS to generate a list of actors, providing
the signatures of the QLs. If everything is valid, the ASLs
and the AS, generate, sign and send the list of actors to Q
(see Protocol 5).

3. Q sends to all the actors their query parameters with the
corresponding signatures by the ASLs. All the actors ver-
ify the signatures that attest the parameters validity.

4. Q looks up, in the DHT, each CI managing a share of
each concept of the tp.

5. The CIs check the signatures of the query and list of ac-
tors before contacting the PSs and TFs.

6. The PSs proceed as in the passive attack protocol: recon-
struct the TIPs, apply tp, sample the Targets, send to the
TFs the set of ktmp of the sampled Targets.

7. The TFs proceed as in the passive attack protocol: recon-
struct the (TIP, ksym) and transfer to the Ts (via the BP)
the lq and the list of DAs with the adequate signatures.

Communications
DHT (no enc.)
IP (hybrid enc.)

Actors'
Selector's
Legitimate
neighbor

Querier's
Legitimate
neighbor

Onion Routing

ASLQL

– Check budget.
– Validate query.
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Fig. 13: DISPERSHRC protocol overview
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8. The Targets check the validity of the query and of the list
of DAs. If everything is valid they then send their local
results to the DA (via the AP).

9. The DAs check Q certificate, apply aq on the local re-
sults, and send the partial results to the FDA.

10. The FDA checks Q certificate, applies aq to compute the
final result and sends it to Q.

We now discuss a few important considerations regard-
ing the actor selection protocol.
Sparse DHT regions: Despite the uniform distribution of
nodes on the DHT virtual space, there could be sparse DHT
regions. This can have a negative impact during the selection
of k QLs in R1 (or k ASLs in R2) and of the A actors in R3.
Both cases exhibit interesting trade-offs:
Choosing R1 (or R2) region size: on the one hand, a small
rs leads to a smaller k value, which in turn reduces the cost
of the protocol. On the other hand, setting rs too small can
lead to situations in which nodes have less than k legitimate
neighbors in their R region and as such cannot participate
in the actor selection protocol (as Querier or Actor Selec-
tor). For this reason, we provide a table of couples (ki,rsi),
named k-table which gives several increasing values of k
with increasing region sizes, computed thanks to PL and PC
(equations 7 and 8). It allows any node to find ki legitimate
neighbors in the region of associated rsi size keeping the
probability of having ki or more colluding nodes below α

(security threshold). Thus, the k-table optimizes the proto-
col cost and warrants that any node can act as Q or AS.
Choosing R3 region size: Choosing a too small rs3 has a
negative impact on the system performance. If the ASLs
cannot find enough nodes in R3, they can attest it (e.g., in
step 5 of protocol 5) and the AS can use the k signatures to
displace the actor selection to another region (e.g., selected
by rehashing the initial RNDQ). This mechanism allows the
protocol to be executed successfully even if some network
regions are sparser. However, there are two drawbacks. First,
the cost of the actor selection increases since (part of) the
protocol must be executed twice (or more times). Second,
this also introduces an unbalance in the system load since
the sparse regions cannot fully take part in data processing.
Finally, setting rs3 to very large values is not an option since
the maintenance cost of the cache increases proportionally
when nodes join or leave the network (see Section 7.5).
Joining the network and Cachei validity: Any node must
maintain a consistent node cache despite the natural evolu-
tion of the network. Thus, a node joining the network must
ask its neighbors to provide their node cache attested by k
legitimate nodes in a region of size rs centered on their loca-
tion. The new node can then make the union of these caches
and keep only legitimate nodes w.r.t. R3 centered on its lo-
cation. The resulting cache contains only genuine nodes and
is thus valid (a recurrence proof can be established).
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Failures and disconnections: In the cases of unexpected
failure of a QL, ASL or AS, either RNDQ or the list of actors
cannot be computed and the protocol must be restarted (i.e.,
Q generates a new RNDQ). However, the probability of fail-
ures during the execution of the secure actor selection being
low in our context, such restarts do not lead to severe execu-
tion limitations as mentioned above. The case of “graceful”
disconnections is easier: we can safely force nodes involved
in the actor selection process to remain online until its com-
pletion, thus avoiding the restarts (see also Section 7.5). If a
node, selected as actor fails, the impact is mainly on the re-
sult quality since part of the results is missing. To maintain
a good result quality, the sampling size could be increased
in accordance with an estimate of the failure ratio.

6.6 Security Analysis

Protocol 6 can offer the exact same level of protection as
in the passive attack model (see Section 5.5) iff all the re-
quired attestations are valid, i.e., there is at least one honest
node among the k selected legitimate nodes. Therefore, we
study in this section the variations on the k value with a large
spectrum of possible system configurations.

We have run simulations to understand the variation of
k with regards to the total number of nodes, N (104 or 107),
the maximum number of colluding nodes, C (up to N/10),
and the security parameter, α (10−6 or 10−9). We included
the value of N/10 colluding nodes to understand its impact,
even if it is not realistic: it would lead to large disclosure
even with an optimal random actor selection protocol.

To obtain these results, we first computed for each C and
N the associated k-table. Then, for each configuration and
for each node, we computed the minimal value for k with
respect to the k-table and α , and we finally averaged the
values. We also plotted the value of k without the k-table
(gray curve) to highlight the benefit it brings.

Fig. 14 sums up our findings and offers many insights.
First, the actors’ selection protocol is very scalable w.r.t. N:
the values for k are identical for small (104) and large net-
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work (107 nodes), independently of α if we consider the per-
centage of colluding nodes and not the absolute values. In-
deed, scaling N and C in the same proportion leads to reduce
rs accordingly. Second, k increases slowly when C <N/100:
k remains smaller than 6 even with α = 10−9. Third, α has a
small influence on k: decreasing it by three orders of magni-
tude increases k by only 1 unit. Lastly, the k-table optimiza-
tion is important: it allows reducing k by 1 unit up to 6 units
(for 10% colluding nodes, not shown on the graph).

6.7 Conclusion

Our most advanced protocol combines the protections of the
Passive attack and Tamper-proof protocols with collabora-
tive probabilistic proofs in order to obtain a scalable and
trustworthy execution in the presence of corrupted nodes.
Indeed, by checking as little as k signatures, nodes are able
to check the validity of the list of actors and query param-
eters before transferring any sensitive data, thus reaching the
lower-bound on leakage with near-certainty as with DISPERSH.

7 Experimental Results

We first define the platform and used metrics in Section 7.1,
then describe in Section 7.2 the experimental parameters and
how security parameters can be automatically configured.
We analyze the experimental results varying several param-
eters in Sections 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. Finally, we summarize
these results and discuss the setup costs in Section 7.6.

7.1 Evaluated Protocols, Platform and Metrics

Our goal is to evaluate the — quite complex — DISPERS

system, composed of a very large number of PDMS nodes
executing the proposed protocols over a Chord DHT [66].
Hence, our experimental evaluation is focused on the ef-
ficiency4 and the scalability of DISPERSH, DISPERSHR and
DISPERSHRC considering respectively the Tamper-proof, Pas-
sive attack and Active attack threat models, and varying the
parameters impacting security and/or performance. We can-
not quantitatively compare our propositions to other strate-
gies given the lack of similar systems (see Section 8).

To evaluate DISPERS, we follow the same general ap-
proach as in the related works [66,57,42,59,68,67,75,28],
i.e., our results are based on a simulator which creates a
logical DHT between simulated nodes. Indeed, simulators
were used to evaluate the performance of the state-of-the-art

4 The interest reader can refer to the DISPERS demonstration [39]
and the associated video (see https://tinyurl.com/dispers-hrc)
for more qualitative aspects, and to [38] for a practical implementation
in CozyCloud [19].

structured DHTs (such as Chord [66] and CAN [57]) and
systems that leverage P2P DHTs, such as in the distributed
information retrieval area [59,68,67,75,28], to take a few
examples closer to our context. The main difficulty to exper-
iment with a P2P network is actually related to its potential
very large scale. Simulation thus makes possible the eval-
uation of systems with millions of nodes and many varying
parameters. While a small scale implementation could be in-
teresting (to have, e.g., some real measurements), it is out of
reach since it is not compatible with P2P techniques, would
lead to abnormal settings (e.g., few nodes storing a large
number of concept indexes, too low security thresholds, too
few actors) and probabilistic guarantees would fail.

With respect to performance metrics, when evaluating
distributed protocols, two aspects should be considered: (i) at
the network level, the number of hops (i.e., the path length)
or the number of exchanged messages are preferred to time
metrics since both offer a more objective view of perfor-
mance for a large scale distributed system wherein nodes
exhibit heterogeneous connection speed and bandwidth used
[66,57,68,67,75,28]. In some cases (e.g., when significant
amounts of data are transmitted between nodes), the required
bandwidth (or bytes per query) is also measured by the sim-
ulators [59,75]; and (ii) at the node level, the node CPU
resources must be considered both in terms of individual
and total resource consumption. For instance, the evaluation
of the well known Tor protocol [21] accounts the asymmet-
ric crypto-operations which are, by far, the most expensive
operations. Our simulator follows the same approach as in
the above mentioned related works by capturing two main
metrics: (i) at the network level, we consider the number
of exchanged messages as the most important metric (com-
pared to, e.g., the message time latency or the message size);
(ii) at the node level, to measure the impact of security on
the PDMS CPU resources, the simulator counts the asym-
metric crypto-operations. Hence, we do not consider in the
CPU cost the other operations performed by the nodes (e.g.,
extraction of the TIPs lists by CIs, target list computation by
PSs/TFs, local query execution by Ts, or aggregates compu-
tation by DAs/MDA), which are generic computations hav-
ing a very small impact on performance — much cheaper
and less frequent operations in our protocols compared to
the asymmetric crypto-operations —. For each metric, we
compute the ideal latency, considering that everything that
can be done in parallel is actually done in parallel (e.g., mes-
sages exchanged in the network). To ease the analysis, we
consider that PDMSs cannot process crypto-operations in
parallel (which is the case in single core devices). We also
compute the total work which gives an idea of the global
system load incurred by a query. Finally, our simulator out-
puts the load per node during a query, allowing to check if
the load is well balanced or not on the network. Overall,
these metrics are more pertinent than absolute time values

https://tinyurl.com/dispers-hrc
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Param. Description Values Default
N number of nodes 10K to 10M 1M
C max nb. of coll. nodes 1 to N/10 N/100

Co number of concepts 1 to 10 3
|T | nb. of sampled targets 500 to 2000 1000
α static security threshold 10−6 or 10−9 10−9

β dynamic security thresh. 10−4 or 10−6 10−6

δ TIPs leakage tolerance 10−1 or 10−2 10−2

#AP, #BP nb of proxies 1 to 20 auto
SD Shamir degree 5 to 20 auto
k security degree 2 to 12 auto

AX nb. of actors with role X 1 to 512 32
|Cache j| cache size of node j 8 to 32K 48

Table 5: DISPERS Parameters

that are highly dependent on the context (underlying net-
work topology, PDMS node heterogeneity, node bandwidth,
network congestion, etc.).

7.2 Parameters and Configuration Tool

The DISPERS parameters are detailed in Table 5 and are di-
vided in four classes discussed below.
System setup (N, C). We consider medium to very large P2P
networks, up to 10 million nodes. Note that C represents
the maximum number of colluding nodes controlled by a
single attacker — i.e., the total number of corrupted nodes
can be much larger than C. Typically, having 104 colluding
nodes controlled by an attacker is already a highly corrupted
system. The maximum value, C = N/10, is equivalent to
state-size attack and only included to highlight the behavior
of DISPERS in extreme conditions.
Query definition (Co, |T |). Given our performance metrics,
we can abstract queries using only two parameters which
may impact the system security and performance. First, the
number of concepts Co of the query Target Profile tp impacts
the number of CIs that need to be contacted, i.e., one for each
secret share of each concept. Our Co parameter covers thus
a wide spectrum of queries, from very basic ones (1 concept,
e.g., profession|researcher) to very complex (with up to
10 concepts with logical connectors). Second, the number
of sampled targets T has a strong impact on query cost. We
consider queries selecting from 500 to 2000 targets allow-
ing for statistically significant results. Before the query ex-
ecution, our simulator selects randomly the Querier node,
the CI nodes and the Target nodes since their location does
not impact the protocols. The other query actors are also se-
lected randomly as mentioned in each protocol.
System security/thresholds (α , β , δ , #AP, #BP, SD, k).
Fixing the system security parameters is a complex task since
it depends on the security analysis. We thus implemented a
configuration tool based on the equations of Sections 4.5, 5.5
and 6.6, to derive their values based on three security thresh-

olds. Therefore, the system security configuration becomes
basic and only requires users to indicate the maximum col-
lusion attack level (C) and the desired thresholds (α , β , δ ,
or predefined settings) to guarantee the expected security.

1. α was introduced in Section 6.2 and is used to derive k
and SD, i.e., an attacker should “never” be able to (i) find
k colluding nodes in a DHT region; and (ii) control nodes
storing the same concept such that he obtains t shares
(on a total of SD shares). We fixed t = SD − 3 in our
simulation, such that the system can still be used even
if 3 CIs are not available (failure or disconnection). The
value of 3 offers a good trade-off between robustness and
cost, especially for PDMS with good connectivity.

2. β is introduced as a security threshold for full associa-
tion disclosure (see Section 5.5). It represents the maxi-
mum probability of disclosing one or more full associa-
tions and is thus used to derive #AP.

3. δ is related to the computation of #BP. As we have seen
in Section 5.5, leaking some TIPs is unavoidable when
TF nodes are leaking or corrupted. In average, TF nodes
leak |T |×C/N. Fig. 9 shows that adding two BPs reduces
by a factor of 3 the expected TIP leakage. Further addi-
tion of BPs reduce marginally this leakage. The number
of BPs is computed such that the TIP leakage expectation
is less than |T |×C/N×(1+δ ). For instance, if δ = 1%,
we tolerate 1% more leakage.

Figures 15 and 16 present the output of the configuration
tool, i.e., the values of k, SD, #AP and #BP for increasing
values of C with a network of 106 nodes and two settings:
reasonable — α = 10−6, β = 10−4 and δ = 10−1 — and
paranoid — α = 10−9, β = 10−6 and δ = 10−2. We note
that (i) the paranoid setting increases all values by a maxi-
mum of 2 units with 104 colluding nodes, showing a good
scalability (w.r.t. the exigence of the setting); (ii) the values
for #AP, #BP, SD and k are reasonable up to 104 colluding
nodes (1% of the network); (iii) k curves have no steps. This
is because k is averaged using the k-tables (see Section 6.5).
We use the paranoid setting in the following measurements.
System tuning (AW , APS, AT F , ADA, |Cache j|). The number
of actors (AX ) must be carefully tuned since it impacts the
parallelism degree during the execution. Studying its varia-
tion is the topic of Section 7.4, while the size of the cache
also has a great impact which is studied in Section 7.5.

7.3 Varying the Number of Colluding Nodes

Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 present the latency and total work
for both metrics. We note that: (i) all steps are due to the cor-
responding ones in the configuration tool output (#AP, #BP,
SD, k); (ii) the communication latency (Fig. 17) is almost the
same for DISPERSH and DISPERSHR because DHT lookups
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Fig. 20: Crypto total work vs C

(finding AS and CIs) are done in parallel, while it is much
higher for DISPERSHRC. Indeed, with DISPERSHRC, finding the
CIs can only be done once the actors are selected, thus in
sequence. In addition, DISPERSHRC includes more steps to
compute collaboratively the randoms and the list of actors.
(iii) For the crypto-latency (Fig. 18), there is a gap between
DISPERSH and DISPERSHR, mainly due to the CIs which store
shares. There is also a smaller gap between DISPERSHR and
DISPERSHRC, increasing with the number of colluding nodes.
This gap is the consequence of the different checks (2× k
operations) that depend on k, which in turn depends on C.
(iv) The total work graphs (Figures 19 and 20) show bigger
steps which are correlated to the increased number of prox-
ies. Indeed, each time we add one BP or AP, the number of
crypto-operations and exchanged message are increased by
1 for each sampled target, thus largely impacting the total
work. Some optimization could be provided here (e.g., us-
ing a single proxy for many targets), but they may allow the
attacker to distinguish proxies from targets, thus reducing
their usefulness. We will address this issue in future works.

Fig. 21 presents the impact of each security technique
(and thus each requirement) on the cryptographic total work
for DISPERSH, DISPERSHR and DISPERSHRC, with an increas-
ing number of colluding nodes (102,103,104). As expected,
we observe that the proxies overhead is important, each in-
curring |T | asymmetric encryptions/decryptions. Also, the
overhead of BPs is smaller than the one of APs. Indeed, 2
to 3 BPs are required to hide the Targets’ TIPs (w.r.t. β )
while the number of APs varies from 3 to 7 to hide the

full associations (w.r.t. δ ). Requirement 2 induces reason-
able overhead related to the increased number of CIs in the
execution plan (due to the shares) and the number of secured
channels between CIs and PSs/TFs (each CI must commu-
nicate with all PSs and TFs). Finally, the impact of Require-
ment 3’ is important but largely reduced thanks to the prob-
abilistic nature of the proofs and the localized decisions. For
instance, with 104 colluding nodes, using non-probabilistic
proofs would have incurred more than 20M cryptographic
operations (2×|T |×(C+1), just for the targets!), compared
to around 13K with probabilistic proofs. Note that the total
cost for DISPERSH is almost exclusively related to proxies:
there are few secured channels (between Q, AS, CIs and Ws)
and, without proxies, the communications between the Ws
and Ts are symmetrically encrypted.

Fig. 21 must be correlated with Fig. 22 which shows the
distribution of the total cost (comm. and crypto.) on the dif-
ferent operators for C = 10K. The histogram shows cumula-
tive costs per operator type (the number of instance of each
operator type is indicated below the X axis). Clearly, the
majority of the cryptographic costs (in red) is concentrated
“around” the Targets: T performs 2×k checks and the onion
routing to the DA, while the TF, BP and AP do onion rout-
ing between TFs and Ts. However, this work is evenly dis-
tributed on the proxies (4000 BPs and 7000 APs with 1000
Ts) and on several TFs (32), guaranteeing a proper distribu-
tion of the cryptographic load on the PDMSs. We can obtain
a similar conclusion with the communication costs (in blue)
with two notable differences: each T only sends 1 message
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(its local result) to the first AP, and TFs only send one mes-
sage to the first BP for each target.

7.4 Varying the Number of Actors

Figures 23, 24 and 25 present respectively the cryptographic
latency, the communication total work and the cryptographic
total work for DISPERSH, DISPERSHR and DISPERSHRC. The
communication latency is not shown since the number of
actors does not impact the ideal latency (communications
are done in parallel). Fig. 26 shows the detail of the cryp-
tographic cost per operator for the DISPERSHRC protocol to
better understand its behavior. Note that Fig. 26 does not
show cumulative costs as Fig. 22. The figure for DISPERSHR

(not shown) is similar with less actors (no QL, no ASL) and
smaller cost for CI and T (no verification).

We can see in Fig. 23 that the cryptographic latency
reaches a minimum around 32 actors (i.e., 32 Ws, 32 PSs,
32 TFs and 32 DAs) independently of the protocol.

Let us focus first on DISPERSH: increasing the number of
workers increases the load of Q, as it has to establish the se-
cure channels with all Ws, but decreases the load of each W,
as they communicate with less Targets. The global impact
on latency is however reduced since DISPERSH uses basic
proxies (a single encryption per Target). The impact on the
total work (communication or cryptographic costs) is also
reduced since most of the cost is concentrated on the BP, T
and AP, since they are multiplied by |T |.

For DISPERSHR and DISPERSHRC, Fig. 26 shows that in-
creasing the number of PSs, TFs and DAs increases the cost
of Q (secure channels), of the CIs (each CI communicates
with all PSs and TFs) and of the FDA (which communicates
with all DAs), but decreases the cost of the TFs (which con-
tacts less Targets, thus making much less encryption for the
onion routing) and DAs (which receive less results and thus
create less secure channels). With very few actors, the TFs
become the bottleneck as they must contact many Targets.
With a large number of actors, the CIs are the bottleneck as
they send their lists of TIPs to all the PSs and TFs.

Interestingly, the total cost of DISPERSHR and DISPERSHRC

(Figures 24 and 25) sshows notable increase when there are

more than 32 actors, due to the communications between the
CIs, PSs and TFs. For instance, with 512 PSs and TFs, we
have around 36K secure channels between CIs, PSs and TFs
explaining the large gap between DISPERSHR and DISPERSH

with many actors. For the total communication cost, the gap
between DISPERSHRC and DISPERSHR increases with the num-
ber of actors. This is due to the collaborative selection of ac-
tors which is expensive with a large number of actors and
is realized by k ASLs in parallel, versus a single AS for
DISPERSHR. Fig. 26 also shows that with 32 actors, each actor
performs less than 180 asymmetric crypto-operations, which
is a reasonable and well distributed load.

7.5 Varying Other Parameters

Having a simulator allowed us to vary independently each
parameter of Table 3 and to observe its impact on the met-
rics. The most interesting results were presented above, but
we summarize below the impact of the other parameters.
Varying the size of the network (N) has a marginal impact
on performance thanks to the DHT and to the small number
of lookups made during a query (mainly to find the CIs). In-
creasing N and C in the same proportion basically changes
nothing, while when we increase N while keeping C con-
stant, the system becomes more efficient because the values
of k, #BP and #AP decrease as these values depend on the
ratio of spied/leaking nodes, i.e., c = C

N .
Varying the node cache size (Cache j): The cache is part of
the local knowledge of a node. Obviously, maintaining this
information up-to-date has a cost which must be minimized
while avoiding the risk of triggering a relocation of the ac-
tor selection process (see Section 6.5). Previous simulation
results presented in [40] have shown that choosing a cache
size smaller or even equal to the required number of actors
(A) triggers many query relocations (e.g., almost one relo-
cation, in average when Cache j = A, and almost 14 reloca-
tions when it’s 3/4 of it!). Nevertheless, our measurements
showed that having Cache j > 2×A reduces the relocation
ratio to almost 0, making its impact insignificant.
Varying the failure ratio: The detailed measurements were
presented in [40]. The goal was to evaluate the impact of the
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cache size in the presence of node disconnections and, more
generally, the impact of disconnections. To observe it, we
simulated disconnections and measured the global impact on
maintenance costs when nodes disconnect (and reconnect)
every x hours. Our results showed that (i) considering very
large caches (e.g., 104) is too costly and consumes a large
portion of the computing power of the entire system just to
maintain it up to date; (ii) we can safely set the node cache
size around 2×A. It almost never triggers relocations and
leads to a reasonable maintenance cost (less than 1 crypto-
operation/node/minute for x = 24 hours, see [40]).

7.6 Conclusion of Experimental Results

The main conclusions of the experimental results are:

– The increasing complexity of the protocols (DISPERSH,
DISPERSHR, DISPERSHRC) is reflected by their increasing
costs as shown in Fig. 21. However, this increase is quite
reasonable given the different optimizations described in
Sections 5.4 and 6.5.

– A simple configuration tool allows fixing #AP, #BP, SD
and k based on the equations provided in the security
analysis sections and on meaningful security thresholds
α , β , δ . The outputs of the configuration tool show a
good “scalability” w.r.t. the requirements of the setting,
i.e., the thresholds. The values for #AP, #BP, SD and
k are reasonably small for a highly corrupted network
(e.g., 104 colluding nodes for 106 total nodes).

– DISPERS scales well w.r.t. C (the number of colluding
nodes), and has good performance (good latency and
well distributed total work). Additionally, as a conse-
quence of the previous remark, the impact of the increase
of C stays reasonable even with 104 colluding nodes.

– The tuning of the number of PSs, TFs, and DAs is rela-
tively easy to do. We perform several experiments to find
the minimal latency that we observe in Fig. 23 and found
experimentally that the corresponding value is propor-
tional to the square root of the number of Targets.

– Increasing in the same proportion N and C has a marginal
impact, while increasing N keeping C constant makes

the system more efficient (since c is reduced, #AP, #BP
and k also are).

– The node cache size should be around twice the number
of actors (A) to avoid query relocation. In addition, such
a tuned size for the cache leads to reasonable mainte-
nance costs in case of node failure.

Setup costs for a real deployment of DISPERS. One im-
portant advantage of DISPERS is that it is built on top of
a DHT without requiring any adaptation. Hence, it can be
deployed as an app on top of any existing structured DHT
(e.g., Chord [66], CAN [57] or Kademlia [42]). Also, DHTs
are proven technology (offering many benefits such as full
decentralization, scalability, fault tolerance, load balancing
–see also Appendix B) and have been quite successful even
in practice for specific use cases (e.g., file-sharing applica-
tions like BitTorrent, Gnutella or GNUnet). All this plays in
favor of DISPERS requiring low and predictable overhead in
terms of implementation and setup cost.

On the other hand, DISPERS requires interfacing with the
PDMS devices mainly at two levels: for getting the user pro-
file and for getting the local results for system queries. In
turn, this calls for the standardization of the PDMS inter-
face, e.g., similar to a relational SQL database. It also re-
quires interactions with the PDMS owner [14] that has to set
the appropriate sharing rules and exposed user profile. We
argue that all these issues, essential for a deployment, are
not specific or more complex for DISPERS than for a central-
ized system, e.g., like Prio [18] or SMCQL [9] which need
to collect users data either offline [9] or at query time [18].

Finally, once the data sharing policies are defined, the
users themselves do not need to be online (i.e., live interac-
tion) unless they want to query the system. Since the PDMS
device plays the role of a personal server (e.g., under the
form of a plug computer), it should be mostly connected al-
lowing its owner to run personal or distributed data-oriented
apps at all times. Hence, its connectivity should not be an is-
sue. Obviously, in the context of DISPERS, the more PDMSs
are connected and the more stable is their connection, the
better it is for finding pertinent data for the distributed queries.
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8 Related Works

This section describes the related works at different levels:
the DHT, the distributed indexes, the security tools, the ac-
tive attack countermeasures, and finally the overall approach.
DHT security. Several works focus on DHT security [74]
considering the following attacks: (i) Sybil attack: an at-
tacker generates numerous false (and malicious) DHT nodes
to disturb the protocols. Sybil attacks can be addressed using
node certification thanks to a PKI [15]. (ii) Eclipse attack: an
attacker attempts to control most of the neighbors of honest
nodes to isolate them. The best countermeasure [74] is to
constrain the DHT node identifiers. Again, using a central
authority to provide verifiable identifiers is the simplest yet
most effective way of achieving this goal [66]. (iii) Routing
and storage attacks: a malicious node in the path of a lookup
request can disrupt the DHT routing, claiming to be the re-
cipient, answering fake data or erroneously forwarding the
request, thus denying the existence of a valid key. The mech-
anisms employed to negate these attacks are based on redun-
dancy at the storage and routing levels [74]. DISPERS lever-
ages the idea of imposed node location based on a trustwor-
thy PKI certificate like in the aforementioned works. Rout-
ing and storage attacks are not directly addressed but the
verifications added to the active attack protocol use collabo-
rative probabilistic proofs to ensure a correct execution.
Distributed indexes. Several works consider indexing doc-
uments, profiles or even databases on top of a DHT using a
distributed version of inverted indexes [67] as for our con-
cept index. Enhancements were proposed to reduce the num-
ber of lookup operations [31], to minimize the index size
[64] or to index compact database summary [28]. These pro-
posals do not consider security issues and are closely related
with the type of indexation (e.g., for keyword searches),
needing further work for security and profile indexing.
Security tools. DISPERS relies on classical security tools
(see Appendix A), sometimes slightly adjusted to achieve
better system efficiency or to better distribute the system
load (e.g., adapted onion routing). Also, message anonymiza-
tion has been extensively used in secure distributed data ag-
gregation protocols (e.g., [53,54]). However, many works
consider a trusted third party, i.e., the anonymizer. To re-
lieve our system from this (strong) assumption, we employ
message forwarding through proxy node chains whenever
anonymization is required, which is similar to onion routing
in distributed systems [58]. Finally, SSSS is frequently used
in distributed systems to protect data-at-rest [12,27]. It pro-
vides a fully-secure solution to our distributed profile index-
ing problem with a better trade-off between efficiency and
redundancy than alternative secrete sharing schemes [56].
Active attack countermeasures. In the active attack model,
corrupted nodes exhibit the so-called Byzantine behavior [36].
Several distributed protocols leverage the Byzantine fault-

tolerant consensus protocols such as distributed file systems
[16] or permissioned blockchain systems [41]. Such proto-
cols ensure a correct execution if at least 2/3 of the par-
ticipants are honest. However, they also involve a high net-
work overhead since they require communication between
all nodes (i.e., O(N2) number of messages), which makes
them unsuitable to large-scale distributed systems. In DIS-

PERS, we employ a different approach based on a CSAR-
like protocol [8], i.e., collaborative proof, in which a single
honest node is sufficient to guarantee the correctness of a
proof. However, directly applied to our fully-distributed set-
ting, the collaborative proof is not scalable with the number
of colluding nodes leading to very large cryptographic and
communication overhead. Hence, we propose a probabilis-
tic approach reducing drastically the protocol cost which can
then be applied even with a huge number of colluding nodes.

Secure distributed data aggregation. Secure data aggre-
gation in distributed environments has been a hot research
topic for many years, leading to the following approaches.
(i) Secure MPC protocols based on homomorphic encryp-
tion [54,12], secret sharing [27] or randomization [10]. Such
solutions offer strong (formal) security guarantees but gen-
erally do not scale to large number of nodes, lack genericity
w.r.t. the computation function [61] and cannot handle node
targeting. (ii) Local differential privacy (LDP) has gain sig-
nificant momentum in recent years due to its major advan-
tage compared with classical DP, i.e., it does not require a
trusted third party. Existing works address problems such
as machine learning [77], marginal statistics [76] or basic
statistics based on range queries [17]. However, LDP ac-
centuates the tension between utility and privacy protection
since it generally requires more noise to achieve the same
level of protection as with classical DP [3]. Hence, this can
either affect utility or require a very large number of partic-
ipants to reduce the impact of noise (which is the opposite
of our node targeting approach). (iii) To overcome some of
the limitations of MPC or DP, several works propose using
secure hardware at the user-side to address, e.g., SQL ag-
gregation [69], spatio-temporal aggregation [53], or privacy-
preserving data publishing [2]. This approach is generic w.r.t.
the computation function but the existing solutions do not
address the node selection problem and generally consider
a tamper-proof attack model or a very small number of cor-
rupted nodes. Compared with the above mentioned classes
of solutions, DISPERS targets (very) large-scale (e.g., nation-
wide or beyond) and fully-distributed systems by leveraging
the state-of-the-art DHT communication overlay. The sys-
tem security is built on two complementary principles: guar-
anteed random actor selection (to reduce the probability of
a leakage) and task compartmentalization (to reduce the im-
pact of a leakage). These principles open the way for dis-
tributed query processing with minimized leakage and rea-
sonable and scalable security overhead.
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9 Limitations and Other Challenges

This section discusses the limitations of this work in more
details.
Computation integrity. DISPERS does not consider the is-
sues related to the correctness of the contributed data or, in
the Active Attack threat model, of the computation process.
Indeed, in the Tamper-proof and Passive attack threat mod-
els, PDMSs follow the protocols and cannot alter the com-
putations input/output: they have the means to attest that a
given computation was correctly performed [33,34]. With
fully corrupted PDMSs, this problem requires a complemen-
tary in-depth study. While existing solutions, such as Prio
[18], could be used to verify that nodes’ contributions are
within some predefined interval, it will not warrant correct
results. Indeed, the computation is fully distributed and data
processors may also be corrupted. Note that, in our context,
not all aspects of the execution can be modified. The leeway
an attacker has is limited to the addition of bogus results or
to the inclusion of more nodes in the query execution. This
study, mainly due to its sheer size, falls outside of the scope
of this paper.
Data aggregation and secure MPC. As argued in Section 1,
the PDMS context naturally leads to a fully distributed ar-
chitecture since the data is hold at the user side, stored in
PDMSs. This is different from the centralized or federated
architectures typically used in MPC in which a handful of
powerful servers hold large collections of user data (e.g.,
SMCQL [9], Conclave [73] and Obscure [27]) or collect
user data at query time (e.g., Prio [18]) and then apply costly
(although optimized) aggregation algorithms based on gar-
bled circuits (e.g., [9]) or secret sharing (e.g., [27]). In DIS-

PERS, data aggregation is performed by randomly selected
nodes which cannot reasonably apply the evoked MPC ap-
proaches given the limited resources of user devices. Fur-
thermore, the architectural difference also implies a different
threat model. MPC solutions typically consider an honest-
but-curious attacker (e.g., SMCQL or Conclave) or an hon-
est querier (e.g., Obscure). In DISPERS both the data aggre-
gators and the querier can be corrupted and, even worse,
colluding. However, for classical aggregate functions, more
secure distributed aggregation protocols, adapted to the DIS-

PERS architecture can be envisioned. This is the focus of our
future work extending DISPERS (preliminary results in [45]).
Improving the DHT overlay network latency. In prac-
tice, in heterogeneous P2P systems, the latency of a mes-
sage exchange between two nodes of a DHT can greatly
vary. Moreover, the number of physical routing hops be-
tween two nodes can also impact the network latency. Some
DHT overlays (such as CAN [57]) propose to optimize DHT
communication latency by bringing the DHT logical overlay
“closer” to the physical network. Such optimization is inap-
plicable in our system for security reasons: the node location

in our DHT is imposed and cannot be influenced. However,
even if these improvements are out of reach for security and
node heterogeneity reasons, in practice, reducing the num-
ber of messages remains the main factor for the system’s
scalability.
Inference attacks on the final result. In DISPERS, we fol-
low the typical approach of the works in secure data ag-
gregation area (see e.g., Prio [18] or [12]), which focus on
protecting the aggregation process itself, except for what at-
tackers can infer from the statistical results computed by
the system and any additional knowledge they may have.
Such inference attacks are indeed possible [71], but defend-
ing against them is outside the scope of this paper. We note
though that some basic defense mechanisms of DISPERS (e.g.,
requiring having a minimum number of targets for a query,
random sampling of the targets when their number is higher
than the set threshold, the query budget) can help mitigating
attacks on the query results, but need to be complemented to
enforce the system security in this regard.

10 Conclusion

Personal Data Management Systems arrive at a rapid pace
allowing users to share their personal data within large P2P
communities. While the benefits are unquestionable, the im-
portant risks of personal data leakage and misuse represent
a major obstacle on the way of the massive adoption of such
systems. This paper is one of the first efforts to deal with
this challenging issue. To this end, we proposed DISPERS, a
fully-distributed P2P system laying the foundation for se-
cure, efficient and scalable execution of distributed com-
putations. By considering a palette of realistic threat mod-
els, we analyzed the fundamental security and efficiency re-
quirements of such a distributed system leading to three se-
curity requirements that must be fulfilled to minimize the
private data disclosure: (i) hidden communications, (ii) ran-
dom dispersion of data, and (iii) collaborative proofs.

Although some leakage is unavoidable with passive or
active attacks, we showed that our approach makes it pos-
sible: (i) to have an integrated solution covering both node
targeting and data aggregation, thus going beyond basic data
aggregation by considering the important problem of the
pertinence of the contributor nodes to a query (having po-
tentially a major impact on both the quality of the result and
the query cost); (ii) to consider the full range of attacks, i.e.,
from only communication spying to fully-corrupted nodes;
(iii) to have an efficient and scalable system with an ad-
justable trade-off between the security level and its cost.

This work opens the way for several interesting research
problems. In particular, we focus currently on investigating
a richer data and query model that can be applied to dis-
tributed machine learning algorithms, and complementary
strategies to improve the data protection especially during
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the aggregation phase. Also, understanding the duality that
exists between the computation integrity and the data confi-
dentiality in the presence of malicious nodes is another im-
portant and challenging problem that we plan on studying.
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A Background on Cryptography

Symmetric encryption is computationally efficient but re-
quires a symmetric encryption key ksym known beforehand
by both parties. On the contrary, asymmetric encryption is
a demanding operation that relies on a pair of keys: the pri-
vate key, kpriv, and its matching public key, kpub. To avoid
man-in-the-middle attacks, kpub must be certified. Hybrid
encryption uses asymmetric encryption to securely exchange
a symmetric encryption key and combines the advantages of
both encryption schemes. To ensure forward secrecy [43], a
new symmetric key is used for each communication session.
The widely used TLS protocol is based on hybrid encryption
and provides also integrity, and authenticity of the commu-
nicating parties.

A cryptographic hash function [43], referred as hash(),
is a one-way function that maps a data of arbitrary size to a
fixed size bit string (e.g., 256 bits), is resistant to collision
and provides a uniform distribution of its outputs.

A digital signature [43] can be used to prove that a data
d was produced by an entity E (authentication) and has not
been altered (integrity). A signature contains the encryption
of hash(d) using kprivE and the certificate of kpubE , certE.
Anyone can check a signature by checking the certificate,
decrypting the encrypted hash, and finally comparing the re-
sult with hash(d) (recomputed by the verifier).

Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme (SSSS) [63] consists
in dividing some data d into n shares d1, . . . ,dn in such a
way that: (i) knowledge of any t (t ≤ n) or more shares
makes d easily computable; but (ii) knowledge of any t −1
or fewer shares leaves d protected (not even providing any
information about it). t is called the threshold value (see
Section 8) and is set to resist to n− t shareholders failures.
The low, polynomial complexity of SSSS (i.e., Lagrange in-
terpolation) for both secret decomposition and reconstruc-
tion, makes it an ideal solution for a fully-distributed sys-
tem like DISPERS in which any PDMS node has to securely
store its profile in the DHT or can be selected as actor node
(Profile Sampler or Target Finder) to recompose a secret.
Note that DISPERS employs the basic SSSS and does not re-
quire more advanced (and much costlier) operations such as
string-matching on secret-shares or order-preserving secret-
sharing, e.g., as used in [27].
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Anonymous communications can be obtained by using
onion routing technique [58]. The sender selects all the
routers and asymmetrically encrypts the message “in lay-
ers”, as an onion. Each router decrypts one layer and dis-
covers dynamically the next router up to the destination.

A Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) [44] is a tree data structure
for which leaf labels are hashes of data blocks d1, . . . ,dn, and
the remaining tree nodes are labeled with the hash of their
children’s labels. The root of the tree is digitally signed al-
lowing to check the integrity of any of the data blocks, com-
puting the intermediary hashes, starting from the leaf, going
up to the root and verifying that the computed root matches
the signed one. MHTs are particularly useful to check the
integrity of a given block di without disclosing the others
data blocks, but only the intermediate hashes in the MHT.

A verifiable random number generation protocol is a
protocol which allows n nodes to produce a random value R,
while guaranteeing that none of the n nodes can choose or
influence the value of R. This is made possible if, at least,
one of the n nodes is honest. A version of this protocol is
described in details in our previous work [40] and is adapted
from [8] which includes a formal proof. It roughly unfolds
as following: (i) each node selects a random value ri and
commits on it by sending hash(ri) to a coordinator; (ii) the
list of hash values, L, is disclosed by the coordinator to the
n nodes; (iii) each node then checks that hash(ri) ∈ L and,
if so, sends ri and a signature of L back to the coordinator. R

is finally obtained by computing a XOR of the n individual
random values. An attacker controlling n− 1 nodes cannot
influence R since these nodes cannot change their ri, com-
mitted with hash(ri). Thus, the random value of a single
honest node is enough to obtain a truly random final value.

B Background on Distributed Hash Tables

A Distributed Hash Table (DHT) in a P2P network [51]
offers an optimized solution to the problem of locating the
node storing a specific data item. The DHT offers a basic in-
terface allowing nodes to store data, i.e., store(key,value),
or to search for certain data, i.e., lookup(key)→ value.
DHT proposals share the concepts of keyspace or DHT vir-
tual space (e.g., a 256 bits string obtained by hashing the
key or the node ID with the SHA256 algorithm), space par-
titioning (mapping space partitions to nodes, using gener-
ally a distance function), and overlay network (routing ta-
bles and strategies allowing reaching a node, given its ID).
For instance, the virtual space is represented as a multi-
dimensional space in CAN [57], as a ring in Chord [66] or
as a binary tree in Kademlia [42] and is uniformly divided
among the nodes in the network. Thus, each node is respon-
sible for the storage of all the (key, value) pairs where the
key falls in the subspace it manages. The store and lookup
operations are fully distributed: DHTs do not require any
central coordination. They are scalable, fault tolerant and
provide a uniform distribution of the data.
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